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ABSTRACT 

Envelope tracking (ET) is a strong contender architecture for enhancing the 

power efficiency performance of power amplifiers (PAs) in emerging 

communication systems. However, the design and characterisation of envelope 

tracking power amplifiers (ET-PAs) introduces a number of significant technical 

challenges related to the optimisation and interaction of the numerous 

subsystems involved, namely the PA itself, envelope detection/generation, the 

supply modulator and linearisation elements. This Ph.D. research extends the 

current state of the art in ET-PA measurement and characterisation and considers 

new measurement and characterisation capabilities that provide for the rapid 

development of ET-PA architectures.  

The research starts by fully implementing a new ET-PA measurement system 

and includes the characterisation and validation of the requirements for such a 

system. Following this, the realised system is used to investigate the important 

area of interaction between an PA and a supply modulator in the presence of 

voltage ripple representative of an actual switching modulator. By varying the 

ripple magnitude as a proportion of the modulated drain voltage, the effects on 

the linearity of the PA are observed and analysed, providing the system designer 

with insight into the amount of ripple that is tolerable, and at what cost in terms 

of other key parameters. Additionally, potential countermeasures including 

digital pre-distortion (DPD) and shaping function optimisation are explored and 

the influence of the ripple magnitude on an ET-PA is quantified. 

The second part of the thesis presents an integration of a modulated 

active load-pull system, allowing simultaneous broadband impedance 

environment emulation and DPD linearisation, in one integrated measurement 

system. This novel combination allows investigation of for example, how well a 

microwave power transistor, operating in an optimal RF impedance 

environment, responds to linearisation with DPD techniques. Following this 

demonstration, a fully emulated ET-PA environment is realised by adding a 

dynamic supply voltage capability, and excited using industry-standard 

modulated. 

As a result, a measurement setup has been demonstrated that enables the 

PA designer to characterise device operation within fully emulated PA modes of 

operation, under realistic modulated signal conditions, as well as allowing, in 

real time, the rapid investigation into how well these modes respond 

simultaneously to ET and DPD techniques. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Research Motivation 

Recent years have witnessed a dramatic growth in the number of mobile 

subscriptions, which is expected to reach 8.9 billion by 2025, with 2.6 billion of those 

being for 5G, as shown in Figure 1.1[1]. A massive amount of data is driven via mobile 

communication networks and includes mobile internet and multimedia services, such 

as web browsing, music downloads, movie streaming, videos, social networking, 

video games, cloud services and internet of things (IoT), which together, will require 

enormous data rates to be supported by communications systems.  

 

Figure 1.1 Universal mobile subscriptions by communication technology (in billions) 
[1] 
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Consequently, more complex modulated signals, such as wideband code division 

multiple access (WCDMA), high-speed packet access (HSPA) , long-term evolution 

(LTE) and LTE advanced  have all been employed in the current, and likely the 

forthcoming, generations of mobile systems, such as 5G and beyond, to satisfy this 

massive growth and enhance spectral efficiency. While these modulation schemes 

offer high data throughput and high spectral efficiency, the time-domain envelope of 

their output signals is not constant, with high (typically up to 10 dB) associated peak-

to-average power ratio (PAPR). Traditionally, the PA needs to operate in an output 

back-off (OBO) condition, as the PAPR increases, in order to meet linearity 

requirements, which leads to a severe degradation in the efficiency of the PA. This 

efficiency degradation, in turn, leads to an increase in the amount of dissipated 

power in user equipment (UE) since the PA dominates the power consumption. 

Moreover, the base transceiver station (BTS) will suffer from a similar issue of power 

dissipation, and these concerns have a vital impact on the mobile communication 

industry. Generally, when the efficiency of the PA decreases, and in a handset, this 

means the battery life will drop dramatically. The temperature of the device will also 

rise, which will, in turn cause issues with reliability. In addition, using efficient PAs 

across a network will result in a reduction in CO2 emissions and will save on the raw 

materials used to produce this energy [2]. Furthermore, the operation expenditure 

(OPEX), which is the cost of the consumption power to operate both the UEs and 

BTSs, plus the cost of the cooling system and heat sinks inside the BTSs, will largely 

depend on how efficient the PA is.  
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The main challenge of PA design is to achieve high efficiency and maintain 

linearity over the entire range of operational power levels and bandwidth. 

Consequently, significant research into PA design continues within academia and 

industry, which has resulted in several enhanced approaches for maintaining 

efficiency over OBO; for instance envelope elimination and restoration (EER)[3], the 

Doherty PA [4], and envelope tracking (ET) [5], [6]. 

ET is one of the most promising solutions to achieve high efficiency and maintain 

linearity over a wide range of power levels and high bandwidth. It works by rapidly 

changing the supply voltage of the PA in response to the input signal, providing a low 

supply voltage for low output powers and a high supply voltage for high powers, 

ideally maintaining the PA in an efficient state at all times. As transition between 

transmitted power levels happens rapidly in modern communication systems, 

realising ET introduces substantial technical challenges, not only in terms of design 

but also in terms of measurement and characterisation. One difficulty is that an ET 

system comprises several subsystems; the ET-PA itself, envelope detection and 

baseband generation, the supply modulator and linearisation system elements. 

These interfaces introduce new challenges however, for example, it is difficult to 

characterise a transistor’s performance within an emulated PA environment, i.e. 

without having to build a full ET-PA system, as would typically be done in a 

conventional PA design.  As understanding the different subsystems requires 

different expertise, the work described in this thesis has contributed to In GaNET, an 
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Engineering and Physical Science Research Council (EPSRC) research project which 

tackles ET system design from different angles; aiming to integrate GaN RF circuits 

with high-speed GaN switching architectures on common silicon substrates. The 

project consortium brings together expertise of five UK Universities; Cambridge, 

Sheffield, Glasgow, Manchester and Cardiff.  The focus of each group is shown in 

Table 1-1, and this thesis will deal with ET-PA characterisation part. Therefore, this 

thesis aims to develop measurement capabilities to characterise the integration and 

interaction between PA and an efficient DC/DC converter, in a monolithic microwave 

integrated circuit (MMIC) structure. 

Table 1-1 EPSRC project groups’ tasks 

Group Task 

Cambridge GaN on Si Epitaxy 

Sheffield GaN Device Fabrication 

Glasgow GaN MMIC Fabrication Passives – inductors, waveguides 

Manchester Dynamic Power Convertor Design 

Cardiff 
Device Characterization RF PA & Design System Integration 

& Characterization 

1.2 Research Objectives 

The research focuses on four main areas around ET measurement and 

characterisation. The first is to build an ET characterisation system to fully 

demonstrate and prove the ability of the Cardiff University group to conduct ET-PA 

measurements, for this thesis and in support of the EPSRC project. 
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The second research challenge was to investigate the interaction between PA 

and the supply modulator, to provide research findings to the other partners in the 

EPSRC project, enabling them to optimise their designs. 

The third research challenge was to combine a modulated load pull system with 

digital pre-distortion (DPD) in one integrated measurement system. Such a 

measurement setup should enable the PA designer to characterise devices within 

emulated PA modes and architectures, under realistic modulated signal conditions, 

and investigate how well they respond to linearisation with DPD techniques. 

Finally, a further potential objective of the Ph.D. work was to develop a high-

speed modulated measurement system to fully emulate power amplifier envelope 

tracking (ET-PA) in conjunction with the DPD linearisation technique. Such a system 

will help to fully characterise PAs and investigate how well they respond to ET and 

DPD techniques.  

1.3 Thesis Organisation 

This thesis is divided into seven chapters which are summarised as follows: 

Chapter 2: This chapter reviews different power amplifier architectures and various 

characterisation techniques documented in the current literature. It starts by 

reviewing different PA classes, which provide high efficiency close to saturation or 

at peak envelope power, and then moves on to consider PA architectures that can 

achieve high efficiency at OBO. Then, the chapter reviews different measurement 
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techniques which are used to measure and characterise PAs under either continuous 

wave (CW) or modulated excitation, with associated advantages, disadvantages, and 

limitations. The chapter concludes by presenting an ET measurement system which 

includes a comparison of two commercial ET measurement systems. 

Chapter 3: The work in this chapter discusses the essential requirements for an ET 

measurement system. Then, it describes the ( National Instruments ) NI PXI system 

which is used to carry out ET measurements and illustrates the design of the 

hardware that is used to test and demonstrate the capabilities of the ET 

measurement system. After this, an experimental validation for the ET 

characterisation system using 10 MHz LTE is demonstrated for the first time in the 

Centre for High Frequency Engineering (CHFE) at Cardiff University. 

Chapter 4: This chapter presents an experimental investigation into the interaction 

between a PA and a supply modulator in the presence of voltage ripple. The effects 

on the linearity of the PA can be observed and analysed by adding a varying ripple 

magnitude to the modulated drain voltage. This allows the ET-PA designer to gain 

insight into the amount of ripple that is tolerable. Additionally, the ripple sensitivity 

of two different ET-PA linearisation techniques are investigated; firstly, applying a 

generalised memory polynomial digital pre-distortion (DPD), and secondly, 

optimising the shape of the tracking signal, which will improve linearity. 

Chapter 5: This chapter investigates the concurrent operation of a commercially 

available, modulated impedance synthesis and measurement system with digital 

https://www.ni.com/company/
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pre-distortion (DPD). The measurement setup enables the PA designer to 

characterise devices within emulated PA modes and architectures, under realistic 

modulated signal conditions and to investigate how well they respond to 

linearisation using the DPD technique.  

Chapter 6: The work described in this chapter presents a novel characterisation 

system that can fully emulate a complete ET environment, with modulated 

impedance synthesis and dynamic supply voltage generation while using industry-

standard modulated signals and DPD. The characterisation system is utilised to 

characterise a 10 W GaN HEMT device and provide impedance control over the 

signal and distortion bandwidths. Such a system can be considered a useful tool in 

ET-PA design space, to completely investigate the performance of the device in a 

realistic ET environment. 

Chapter 7: This chapter concludes the thesis by outlining research contributions to 

the advancement of the ET-PA measurement system. This chapter also discusses 

potential areas of improvement to the ET-PA measurement system that can be 

investigated in the future. 
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Chapter 2  

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction & Motivation 

This chapter delivers a brief overview of different power amplifier (PA) 

architectures and characterisation techniques, from current research literature. The 

chapter starts by reviewing different classes of PA, that can provide high efficiency 

close to saturation  or at peak envelope power, and then moves to consider 

architectures that achieve high efficiency over wide dynamic range, i.e. at OBO. A  

state-of-the-art example of such an architecture, envelope tracking (ET) is  reviewed 

extensively. The second part of this chapter reviews the measurement techniques 

that are used to measure and characterise PAs under either CW or modulated 

excitation, with associated advantages, disadvantages, and limitations. The ET 

measurement system that forms the focus of this thesis is presented, and two 

commercial ET measurement systems are compared. Finally, the chapter concludes 

with a robust case illustrating the need to develop a measurement system that can 

fully emulate envelope tracking power amplifier (ET-PA).  

2.2 Power Amplifiers Classes 

Fundamentally, the main objective of a PA is to increase the amplitude or power 

of an input signal suitable for transmission or onward travel. There are several forms 
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of PA that can be used in different applications, and these are classified, based on 

their circuit topology and their operation, into three major groups; fundamental 

mode, switching mode and harmonically tuned (HT). 

2.2.1 F lundamenta  PA Modes 

The transistor in this grouping of amplifiers acts as either a voltage controlled 

current source or a current controlled current source. The PAs of this group, which 

are classed as A, B, AB and C modes, have similar basic construction but are different 

in terms of their conduction angle (𝛼), where the conduction angle describes the 

portion of the output waveform causing conduction.  

The Class-A mode requires the simplest circuit topology in this group of 

amplifiers. In an ideal device, the quiescent point of this mode is chosen to be half of 

the maximum current 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 (saturation current).  Therefore, for a conduction angle of 

360° , the whole current waveform is conducted (𝛼 = 1), whilst a maximum voltage 

swing between the knee voltage the safe maximum voltage is typically established, 

which means that the transistor will be active all the time. This translates to relatively 

high average DC current and results in poor efficiency (ideally 50 %) but with good 

linearity [1].  

In the class-B mode, theoretically, the quiescent point is set at the device 

pinch-off, which, when excited by a sinewave, causes a half-rectified output current 

waveform with a conduction angle of 180°(𝛼 = 0.5), and a reduced average DC 
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current, with less overlap between the voltage and current waveforms. This leads to 

improved ideal efficiency when compared to class A of  𝜋 4⁄   or 78.5 % on a tuned load 

with 6 dB of gain reduction [1].   

Class-AB achieves a good balance between the efficiency of class-B and 

linearity of class-A, as well as having the attractive property of delivering more 

fundamental output current and hence power, than both class-A and class-B. Hence, 

the biasing point in class-AB is set between the half maximum current and pinch-off. 

The conduction angle in class-AB is less than 360° and greater than  180° (0 < 𝛼 <

0.5). This mode is suitable for applications requiring either high efficiency (50 % and 

78.5 %) or good linearity, determined by the choice of bias point [1]. 

In Class-C, less than half period is conducted (0.5 < 𝛼 < 0)  because the bias 

point is located below the pinch-off voltage. Reducing the conduction angle in this 

way theoretically increases the efficiency of this mode to 100 % [2], [3]. However, as 

the conduction angle decreases beyond that of class-B, so too does the fundamental 

output current, power and hence gain. The practical trade off between efficiency, 

linearity and gain of this PA mode means that a conduction angle of 150° is typical, 

which will yield an efficiency of 85 % with a moderate reduction in gain and output 

power [3].  

2.2.2 Switch-Mode PAs 

In the switch-mode PA (SMPA), the transistor acts as a switch, where the 
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output current is continually switched between two states ; either ON or OFF. These 

PAs can theoretically produce 100 % efficiency but with significant nonlinear features 

[1]. This group includes class-D and class-E mode.  

The conventional circuit of class-D mode comprises two transistors, which act 

to continually switch ON and OFF via the input drive input signal. Thus, theoretically, 

there is no overlap between the current and square voltage waveforms, which results 

in zero power dissipation. Theoretically, the efficiency of class-D could be 100 % if the 

switch were sufficiently fast. However, the efficiency of this class is degraded through 

the loss of switching speed and parasitic capacitance associated with real devices [3].  

The efficiency degradation in class-D mode is resolved by using a transistor 

with a shunt capacitor, as used in class-E mode and proposed in 1975 by Sokal [4]. The 

basic schematic of the class-E mode consists of one switch, which conducts for 180° 

of the waveform, and a shunt capacitor which discharges for the other half of the 

waveform to provide the required output. 

2.2.3 Harmonic Tuned PAs 

The third group of PAs is known as harmonically tuned (HT) PAs. The PAs in 

this group are operated as current sources. The efficiency in this category increases 

but usually at the cost of linearity [5]. The output waveform of the current and voltage 

are reshaped via harmonic terminations to obtain higher efficiencies. These classes 

are described below, focussing on class-F and class-J modes.  
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The Class-F amplifier employs drain voltage and current waveform shaping to 

achieve high efficiency. The output matching network is designed to present low 

(short) impedances to even-order harmonics and high (open) impedances to odd-

order harmonics to assemble the required odd-order dominated square-wave drain 

voltage waveform, while the even harmonics dominate the half-wave rectified drain 

current waveform [6], [7]. The efficiency can theoretically reach 100 % by presenting 

an infinite number of harmonic components, which produces a perfect square voltage 

waveform and no overlap with the ideal half-rectified current waveform. However, 

the perfect square voltage waveform cannot be reached due to the frequency 

limitations of the device and the matching network. It is interesting to note however 

that limiting to a fifth harmonic component results in a theoretical efficiency to  

94.8 % [1].  

The Class-J and class-BJ PA modes proposed by S. C. Cripps [8] provide the 

same efficiency and linearity as Class-B, but offers the potential to do so over a wide 

range of frequencies. This is achieved by presenting an inductive/capacitive 

impedance termination to the fundamental and second harmonic current 

components respectively, producing a half  wave  rectified current waveform with a 

‘peaky’ sinusoidal  voltage  waveform  containing a significant second harmonic 

component  and a  90°phase shift between the two waveforms.  The possibility of 

presenting different pairs of fundamental and harmonics impedances while the 

output  power  and  efficiency  are  maintained  constant  makes this class of PA 
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appropriate  for  broadband applications [8] and led directly to the general concept of 

continuous mode PAs that are now widely explored by many research groups 

worldwide [9],[10]. The various PA classes based on their conduction angle and 

efficiency are summarized in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1 Summary of PAs Mode Performance 

Mode Class 
Conduction 

Angle α 
Maximum Theoretical 

Efficiency 

Linear -Mode PAs 

A 2π 50 % 

B π 78.5 % 

AB π − 2π 50~78.5 % 

C 0 − π 78.5~100 % 

Switch-Mode PAs 
D π 100 % 

E π 100 % 

Harmonic Tuned PAs 
F π 100 % 

J Π 78.5 % 

As discussed previously, conventional PAs produce poor efficiency when they 

amplify signals with high PAPR, so generally, are practically limited to signals with 

constant envelope, such as GMSK modulation signals [3]. However, their efficiency 

performance degrades as the PAPR rises with complex modulation schemes. This is 

because of the usual proportional relationship between the efficiency and the drive 

level. Linear or switched mode PAs, however, can be adapted to increase their 

efficiency when operating over dynamic range OBO, by using other techniques, such 

as load modulation and dynamic power supply (DPS). These are discussed briefly in 

the following section. 
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2.3 Architectures of Power amplifier 

Several enhancement techniques have been proposed to optimise the output 

and the efficiency at OBO by means of dynamically changing either the load 

impedance or the supply voltage [11]. 

2.3.1 Dynamic Load Modulation 

Load modulation is one of the promising techniques that has attracted the 

attention of RF designers and researchers to enhance PA efficiency in OBO. The output 

power level in this approach changes by varying the load impedance presented to the 

output of the PA in order to achieve high efficiency [12]. With the load modulation 

approach, the complexity of modulating the supply is not needed, which gives this 

approach an advantage of simplicity over the envelope elimination and restoration 

(EER) or envelope tracking (ET) techniques. In so called supply modulation techniques, 

the supply modulator can be realised using a linear amplifier, which has power 

dissipation and efficiency issues, or using much more efficient DC-DC converters, 

which have two significant weaknesses; difficulty in achieving the required baseband 

bandwidth and inherent switching noise or ripple voltage [13]. 

In the literature, various approaches for the load modulation topology have 

been proposed over the years, such as the passive load modulation technique, which 

was introduced as a cost-effective solution using MEMS devices, and as a solution for 

the varactor-based dynamic load modulation (DLM), which suffers from linearity 
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issues[14] . Another load modulation approach that has recently appeared is the load 

modulated balanced amplifier (LMBA) where the impedance seen by two ‘large’ PAs 

is modulated by changing the amplitude and phase of a ‘control’ signal, generated by 

a smaller PA, which leads to better control of the dynamic characteristics of the PA 

over a wide range of amplitudes and frequencies [15] . The outphasing [14], Doherty 

PA (DPA) [17] and varactor-based dynamic load modulation [18], [19] are all different 

approaches that exploit the load modulation technique. However, the most popular 

architecture for achieving PA efficiency enhancement over a wide dynamic range is 

by far the DPA. 

2.3.1.1 The Doherty PA  

The relatively simple and elegant concept of achieving efficiency enhancement 

over a wide dynamic range, using two interacting devices was initially introduced by 

William H. Doherty in 1936 to improve the efficiency of vacuum tube transmitters 

initially for very high power broadcasting applications [17]. The PA efficiency is 

increased in the OBO region via two or more amplifiers using load modulation. The 

classical structure of a DPA comprises two amplifiers that work as a current source, as 

depicted in Figure 2.1. The carrier amplifier is typically biased in Class AB, while the 

peaking amplifier typically biased in Class C. The carrier amplifier is connected to the 

output load via an impedance inverter (usually a quarter-wave transmission line), 

while the peaking amplifier is directly coupled to the load. The main amplifier is active 

at all powers of operation and realises high-efficiency performance at a reduced drive 
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power through the choice of a relatively high load impedance (2𝑍𝑂𝑝𝑡), while the 

peaking amplifier remains off because of its bias point of class C. When the output 

power level increases and the main amplifier starts to compress, the peaking 

amplifier, by virtue of its bias point, begins to turn on. Classically, this is set to be at 

one half of the maximum input voltage (
𝑣𝑖𝑛,𝑚𝑎𝑥

2⁄ ). The correct phasing and 

combination of these signals via the impedance inverter leads to a realisation of high 

efficiency over a range of 6 dB OBO from the maximum input power by combining the 

output of the two amplifiers [20]. 

 

Figure 2.1 Simple diagram of DPA with impedance transformer 

Although the main drawback of the DPA is its bandwidth limitation due to the 

quarter-wave transmission lines used, its performance can be enhanced by adopting 

several circuit techniques to extend the bandwidth of DPAs for broadband application 

[21], [22]. Moreover, there have also been significant efforts to improve the efficiency 

range up to 12 dB OBO using 3-way DPAs [21], [23] or 4-way DPAs to achieve an 
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efficiency output range of 18 dB OBO [17], [24]. In asymmetrical DPAs, peaking 

amplifiers that are much larger than the carrier amplifier are employed to achieve 

high efficiency over extend dynamic ranges up to 12 dB [25] as shown in Figure 2.2. 

The enhancement of efficiency in this technique is carried out completely using RF 

signals without the need to perform any special processing of the baseband signals. 

Such simple RF in – RF out structures are attractive in commercial base station 

applications [26] due to their simplicity of implementation. In terms of typical 

performance in a practical application, an average power added efficiency (PAE) of 

39.5 % over 10 dB OBO has been achieved with symmetrical DPA in [27]. 

 

Figure 2.2 The efficiency of DPA for various configurations 
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2.3.1.2 The Outphasing PA 

Outphasing was first presented by Chireix in 1935 as an enhancement 

technique for both efficiency and linearity for high power AM-broadcast transmitters 

[28]. Later on (in 1947) D.C. Cox [29] used the outphasing technique to produce linear 

modulation by combining the outputs of nonlinear amplifiers and  called it  Linear 

Amplification with Nonlinear Components (LINC). The basic mechanism of LINC 

approach, as depicted in  Figure 2.3, is based on splitting the differential input signals 

into two paths with constant envelope phase-modulated signals. 

 
𝑆1(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑂(𝑡) cos(𝜔𝑡 + ∅(𝑡) + 𝜑(𝑡)) 

𝑆2(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑂(𝑡)cos (𝜔𝑡 + ∅(𝑡) − 𝜑(𝑡)) 
(2.1) 

 

Figure 2.3 Traditional architecture of outphasing PA 

Then, these two signals are amplified with two nonlinear PAs driven into 

compression. At the output stage, the two signals are combined via a passive power 

combiner where the in-phase signal components add together, and the out-of-phase 
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signal components cancel each other out. The resultant signal is the desired amplified 

replica of the original source signal 𝑆(𝑡). The maximum envelope will be achieved 

with the two signals in phase, while if the signals are antiphase, the envelope will be 

minimum [30]. Although both DPA and outphasing PAs require two PAs, the 

outphasing PA can use nonlinear PAs, while the DPA requires the two PAs to be 

relatively linear. However, the outphasing PA requires well-balanced paths with 

matching conditions between the two PAs to completely cancel the out-of-phase 

signals. In the literature, there are many variations of the outphasing technique 

including multilevel LINC (ML-LNIC) where different levels of supply voltage are 

supplied to the PAs to support the dynamic range [31]. However, this approach has a 

drawback of phase accuracy, which limits its performance. This issue is addressed 

using asymmetric multilevel outphasing (AMO), where the two PAs are supplied with 

two different voltage levels. Therefore, the requirement of the phase accuracy 

between the two signals will decrease according to the phase input signals [30]. The 

work presented in [32] shows how to extend the bandwidth of using outphasing with 

a broadband balun as a power combiner.  

2.3.2  Dynamic Power Supply PAs 

Several dynamic power supply (DPS) designs have been proposed to improve 

the efficiency of the power amplifier in the OBO region, such as envelope elimination 

and restoration (EER)[33], [34] , auxiliary envelope tracking (AET) [35] and envelope 

tracking (ET) [33], [36]. 
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2.3.2.1 Envelope Elimination and Restoration 

Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER), or Khan Transmitter, is the first 

category of dynamic power supply in which the power amplifier is utilised to enhance 

the efficiency of the PAs under OBO and was first introduced in 1952 [37]. As 

illustrated in  Figure 2.4, the input signal is divided into two paths, where the envelope 

extracted by the envelope detector to produce the amplitude modulation signal and 

the phase modulation signal which will be generated by the limiter by eliminating the 

envelope from the input signal. The former will be amplified efficiently by the 

envelope amplifier and a switched PA will amplify the latter. After that, the envelope 

of the phase modulation will be restored by the amplitude modulation signal, which 

will create an amplified copy of the original input signal [37], [38]. 

 

Figure 2.4 General block diagrams of the EER technique 
 

Unfortunately, the bandwidth of the PA is limited by the low-frequency 

envelope modulator, which makes this technique appropriate for narrowband 

applications only [34], [39]. Nonetheless, the bandwidth of the EER might be improved 
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using special techniques, such as hybrid EER architecture where the PA will cover only 

the bandwidth of the modulation signal instead of the bandwidth of the phase-

modulated signal. This can be achieved by using the modulated signal as the input 

signal instead of the phase-modulated signal [40]. For example, in [41] an efficiency 

of 44% was achieved using a multilevel converter with a linear regulator in series 

instead of using a linear regulator only. In a split band modulator, a class-S modulator 

and class-B linear amplifier are combined to extend the bandwidth to 5MHz with a 

10% reduction in the average efficiency [42]. 

Another drawback of EER is its linearity, which is modest due to various 

sources involved, including the supply modulator and the misalignment between the 

envelope and the phase-modulated signals. However, many methodologies have 

been presented in the literature to enhance it, including envelope feedback and phase 

lock (polar loop), pre-distortion and Cartesian (I & Q) feedback [38].  

2.3.2.2 Envelope Tracking 

Envelope Tracking (ET) has been recognized for many years as potentially a key 

solution in PA design to amplify signals with high PARP efficiently. In addition, ET has 

also been considered to be an effective solution in the structure of the BTS and UE 

PAs due to its flexibility for multimode multiband (MMMB) operations [43]. 

Fundamentally, the main idea of envelope tracking, which is a variant that has 

emerged from EER, is that the voltage supply is adjusted dynamically in conjunction 

with the envelope of the input signal, as shown in Figure 2.5.  As a result of tracking 
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the envelope of the input signal, the efficiency of the PA will increase dramatically, as 

this technique maintains the PA near compression most of the time. As such, the 

impedance inverter is not required in ET, unlike the Doherty PA and as such, the ET 

has the potential to be inherently broadband. However, the power consumption in ET 

has the potential to be higher due to the additional requirement of the supply 

modulator, so careful design is necessary. In theory, the accuracy of the alignment 

between the envelope signal and the RF signal is less sensitive than is the case in EER, 

as in ET, both amplitude and phase information is retained in the RF path [44]. Another 

key feature of ET is that efficiency and linearity can be optimised through shaping the 

tracking signal via shaping functions. As the PA is driven further toward compression 

to yield maximum efficiency, the linearity of the PA degrades. Therefore, adding 

digital pre-distortion (DPD) is generally considered as compulsory to linearise the ET-

PA performance to acceptable levels [45]. An efficient broadband ET-PA with octave 

bandwidth (2–4 GHz) with 45 % – 60 % drain efficiency is presented in [46]. In [47], an 

envelope driver with a power efficiency greater than 70 % for a modulation bandwidth 

of 40 MHz is shown.  
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Figure 2.5 Comparison between conventional PA and ET-PA [43] 

2.3.2.2.1 Envelope Tracking (ET) Mechanism 

As earlier mentioned, modern communication systems use more complex 

modulation schemes, which have higher PAPRs to improve spectrum efficiency, 

leading to a substantial variation in the envelope of the modulated signal. This 

dynamic variation in signal power causes the PA to operate in the OBO instead of in 

saturation mode. The basic principle of ET is to track the input envelope by means of 

a controlled supply voltage for the PA. Thus, the supply voltage is reduced based on 

the envelope of the input signal without affecting the RF signal and keeping the PA 

compressed for most of the time. Typically, the general architecture of ET consists of 

a PA, envelope detector and supply modulator. Firstly, the envelope of the modulated 
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signal magnitude (A) is calculated from the in-phase (𝐼)  and quadrature (𝑄) 

components, which is expressed in the following equation (2.2): 

𝐴 = √𝐼2 + 𝑄2 (2.2) 

The equation in (2.2) suggests a linear relationship is needed between the 

dynamic supply signal and the envelope of the RF input signal, which in reality is not 

practical because the supply voltage cannot be allowed to drop to a zero to avoid gain 

collapse [48]. As a result, the envelope should be reshaped by a ‘shaping function’ 

that modifies the linear relationship to optimise the PA’s performance in terms of 

efficiency, gain and linearity [49], [50]. Then, a highly efficient supply modulator is 

driven with the shaped envelope to produce a variable drain supply voltage for the 

PA. At the same time, the baseband I &Q signals are used in the up-conversion process 

to generate the required signal to drive the PA [51]. 

2.3.2.2.2 Supply Modulator 

The correlation between the output power and efficiency that exists in the 

traditional fixed bias approach no longer exists in the ET-PA, which leads to an 

efficiency enhancement when the PA is operated in the OBO mode. With the fixed 

bias approach, the efficiency of the PA degrades as the output power backs off in 

order to maintain the linearity requirements. However, as the biasing voltage is varied 

dynamically, high efficiency over a wide range of output levels can be preserved, as 

seen in the envelope trajectory in Figure 2.6.  
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Figure 2.6 Efficiency improvement of PA when the bias is adjusted dynamically along 
with the envelope of the input signal (ADS simulation) Vdd/low is the minimum 

tracking voltage, the maximum tracking voltage is Vdd/high and the blue dots the 
desired trajectory 

High efficiency in the ET approach can be achieved as long as the PA and the 

supply modulator is sufficiently efficient [52]. This is due to the fact that the 

instantaneous efficiency of the ET system  (𝜂𝐸𝑇) is simply the product of the efficiency 

of the PA (𝜂𝑃𝐴 ) and the efficiency of supply modulator (𝜂𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 )[53], [54]: 

𝜂𝐸𝑇 = 𝜂𝑃𝐴 ∙ 𝜂𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 (2.3) 

 

Figure 2.7 Supply modulator categories 
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In literature, the supply modulator is generally classified as being either a 

switching or linear type of modulator, or a combination of the two [55]. In 

comparison, the linear modulator has low output ripple (lower noise) and higher 

bandwidth but suffers from low efficiency. However, the switching modulator offers 

high efficiency with high output ripple but is typically only suitable for relatively 

narrow low bandwidth operation. The advantages of both linear and switching 

modulators can be combined with a hybrid modulator, which consists of a high 

efficient switching amplifier and a wideband linear modulator. The former deals with 

low-frequency components and high-frequency components are processed with the 

latter. Additionally, the linear modulator helps to reduce the switching noise (ripple) 

which is usually generated by the switching modulator [43], [56]. The performance of 

these supply modulators plays a vital role in determining the overall performance of 

the ET-PA in terms of modulation bandwidth, linearity, and overall efficiency. Despite 

extensive and ongoing research focussing on supply modulator design [57]–[59], 

there are still significant challenges in achieving the required performance in terms of 

modulation bandwidth, efficiency, and output voltage ripple, which limit the 

application of ET in commercial systems, as outlined in Table 2-2. The switched 

modulators are among the most efficient types of supply modulators, but they 

inherently produce a significant ripple voltage. Filtering this ripple not only causes 

significant losses, especially using high order filters [60] but also reduces the 

achievable modulation bandwidth at a given switching frequency. However, using 

digital pre-distortion (DPD) or reshaping the envelope might be a good option to 
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diminish the effect of the output ripple.  

Table 2-2 Comparison of different supply modulator structure performance [2]  

Linear Modulator 
Switched 

Modulator 
Hybrid Modulator 

Efficiency Low High Medium 

Linearity Good Medium Good 

Bandwidth Wide Narrow Wide 

Complexity Simple Medium High 

Output Ripple Low High Medium 

 

2.3.2.3 Auxiliary Envelope Tracking  

The third enhancement technique for power amplifier efficiency is the 

Auxiliary Envelope Tracking (AET) technique. The AET technique is a variation of the 

classical ET system, which improves both the linearity and efficiency of the PA. The ET 

and AET techniques have a similar basic configuration.  AET, however, uses a different 

mechanism to produce the drain modulated signal, where DC and AC components of 

the AET tracking signal generated separately, and then added in a specific manner 

using a special bifilar wound transformer-based combiner. The combined AET signal 

is then applied to the PA, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. In ET, however, the supply 

modulator must deal with both AC and DC components simultaneously [59].  
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Unlike the other techniques, the architecture of the AET system does not 

comprise additional building blocks dedicated to improving the linearity of the PA, 

such as digital pre-distortion (DPD). In addition, the structure of AET, which includes 

a simple source-follower, diplexer and RF transformer, is easy to realise and 

implement [60] and really focus on applications that can benefit from a simple and 

cost-effective solution. 

 

Figure 2.8 Basic architecture of the AET 

2.4 Measurement techniques 

Over the years, numerous microwave techniques have been introduced to 

measure and characterise RF devices. Starting from simple instruments such as the 

power meter, network analyser and spectrum analyser which are generally used to 
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perform nonlinear measurements and extending to more complex instruments e.g. 

the Large Signal Vector Network Analyser (LSNA) that allows the full nonlinear 

behaviour of a device or circuit to be characterised. Since these microwave 

measurement techniques have been introduced, they have had a significant influence 

on the PA design process and testing of RF devices. The design procedure of PAs 

typically begins with the complete and accurate measurement and characterisation 

of a device. The design and measurement contribution of these advanced network 

analysers have been enhanced over the years. For example, the functionality of 

NVNAs has been extended to characterise the performance of an PA under different 

loading conditions instead of a fixed load, which is a technique called load pull [63]. 

Moreover, the excitation signal which plays a vital role to determine the nonlinear 

response of PA has been developed from the CW signal to multi-tone or modulated 

signals. The following section provides and overview of the measurement techniques 

that are used to measure and characterise PAs under either CW or modulated 

excitation, with associated advantages, disadvantages, and limitations. 

2.4.1 Power meter 

A power meter is one of the most useful pieces of equipment in the microwave 

laboratory which can be used to characterise circuit power transfer characteristics, 

such as amplifiers, mixers, limiters, etc. They can also be utilised to measure output 

power, efficiency, insertion loss (or gain) and return loss, similar to using a spectrum 

analyser, but at a fraction of the equipment cost [64]. 
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2.4.2 Spectrum Analyser   

A spectrum analyser, which is a frequency domain instrument, is used to 

measure and display electrical signals according to their amplitude and frequencies. 

The frequency range where a spectrum analyser is considered a powerful tool to 

measure these signals ranges from around 2 Hz to about 110 GHz [65]. The main use 

of a spectrum analyser is the measurement of unknown signals, modulation, 

distortion, and noise. As the nonlinearity of active devices introduces distortions to 

systems, the spectrum analyser can be used to measure these distortions which 

mainly include harmonics products and intermodulation distortion components 

(IMDs). Moreover, the spectrum analyser can be utilised to measure the noise figure 

and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [66]. Nevertheless, the main drawback of the spectrum 

analyser   is the ability to measure only the magnitude and not the phase information, 

which limits its usefulness in making measurements that are needed to model the full 

behaviour of active devices. Even with this limitation, real-time broadband behaviour 

of the spectrum analyser delivers the ability to detect and measure spurious signals 

resulting from the instabilities of the devices.  

2.4.3 Vector Network Analyser 

A traditional vector network analyser can provide the measurement for both 

magnitude and phase of an electrical signal. The s-parameter measurements of RF 

devices are the basic capability of the vector network analyser where the amplitude 

and phase ratio information can be measured and converted to impedance or 
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admittance over a wide range of frequencies from DC to 120 GHz [67]. Even though 

s-parameter measurements provide valuable information, this measurement 

approach is only valid if the superposition principle holds (superposition principle 

prevents the transformation of energy from the stimulus frequency to other harmonic 

frequencies). Therefore, the vector network analyser, in its traditional form, although 

extremely useful in RF, microwave and mm-wave design, is not able to measure and 

characterise the full nonlinear features of active devices because the nonlinearity will 

produce harmonics and intermodulation distortion components (IMD) [68].  

2.4.4 Large Signal Network Analyser  

The large signal network analyser (LSNA) is similar to the vector network 

analyser. The LSNA, however, has the ability to measure the absolute values of the 

incident and the reflected traveling waves and not just their ratios. Importantly, the 

LSNA is also able to measure the relative phase between frequency components that 

comprise these signals. Examples are Agilent’s Large-Signal Network Analyser which 

operates from 10 MHz to 67 GHz [69] and Maury Microwave’s MT4463B Large-Signal 

Network Analyser operating from 600 MHz to 50 GHz [70]. These absolute 

measurements of traveling waves can be easily transformed into voltages and current 

waveforms at a defined reference plane established through calibration, in the time-

domain by means of an inverse Fourier transform.  
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2.4.5 Load Pull 

Load pull is a recognized technique frequently utilised initially in the PA design 

procedure to characterise the performance of a device under test (DUT), mainly 

transistors. The main concept of the load pull approach is to evaluate the response of 

a device as a function of either source-pull or load impedances in terms of input 

power, bias, temperature, and other related parameters. In other words, with a load 

pull system, a set of controlled impedances are presented to DUT and simultaneously 

the performance parameters of the PA at each impedance are assessed. 

The load pull system can be classified into two categories namely passive and 

active. The load pull approach is not limited to only fundamental frequency, but the 

load pull technique can be extended to harmonic frequencies, where the loads 

presented to the DUT at multiple frequencies could be considered at the same time. 

Then, all parameters of the PA performance are measured at various combinations 

of load impedance for fundamental and harmonic frequencies.  

2.4.5.1 Passive Load Pull System 

In the passive load pull system, the load impedance is varied using a mechanical 

stub tuner impedance transformer between the DUT and (50 Ω) termination. The 

length of stub is used to control the magnitude of the output reflection coefficient 

(𝛤𝐿) while the phase of the output reflection coefficient (𝛤𝐿 ) is changed by the 

position of the stub. While single tuning stub is used to control the fundamental 
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frequency impedance, the harmonics impedances can be controlled via a 

combination of two, three or more stub tuners as shown in Figure 2.9 [71]. This 

passive load pull technique has many disadvantages such as the loss in the tuner and 

couplers which limits achievable reflection coefficient (𝛤𝐿) below 1.0 while the 

harmonic tuning often requires an ideal reflection coefficient of(𝛤𝐿) =1.0. 

 

Figure 2.9 Generic system configuration for passive harmonic load-pull 

2.4.5.2 Active Load Pull System 

The loss disadvantage, which is the main limitation of the passive load system, 

can be addressed by using an active load pull system. The main idea of the active load 

technique is the ability to introduce any value of impedance to the DUT at both the 

input and output, which can be achieved by the synthesized signal. This injected 

signal presents the required harmonic impedances to produce a reflection coefficient 

of (𝛤𝐿) =1.0 for fundamental frequency and other harmonic frequencies [72]. The 

active load pull systems can be classified into two categories:  

❖ Closed-Loop Systems and Envelope Systems.  

❖ Open Loop Systems. 
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2.4.5.3  Closed Loop Systems 

The active closed-loop system which is shown in Figure 2.10 was first realised 

by Bava et al. [73]. The mechanism of this technology is based on appropriate 

adjustment of the phase and amplitude of the traveling wave, b2. Then, it is injected 

back to the DUT output port, a2, to realise the desired load reflection coefficient. This 

system is fast because the injected wave, a2, will be a modified version of the traveling 

wave b2. Therefore, any change in the DUT characteristics will have an immediate 

effect on the emulated impedance. Furthermore, the drive-level will be independent 

of emulated load impedances.  However, the system is prone to instability and 

oscillations, especially if the injection amplifier is broadband and there are excessive 

leakages in the various passive components. Even though the oscillations can be 

reduced by implement filtering, the bandwidth of this method will be reduced to be 

narrowband, and the cost will increase [74]. 

 

Figure 2.10 Active closed-loop configuration 
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2.4.5.4  Active Envelope Load-pull Systems (AELP) 

The Active Envelope Load-pull system (AELP) is an enhanced version of the 

closed-loop technique. This technique was introduced by Williams et al. in [75] for 

the first time where the traveling wave 𝑏2 is down converted to a baseband signal 

(𝐼 & 𝑄) using a quadrature demodulator. This allows load pull at baseband 

frequencies which are realised using external control signals, X and Y as shown in 

Figure 2.11.  

 

Figure 2.11  Basic diagram for Active Envelope Load-pull Systems (AELP) 

Then, the modified versions of the baseband signals (𝐼′ & 𝑄′) are 

upconverted and injected into the output of the DUT after linear amplification in 

order to emulate the desired reflection coefficient. Thus, the risk of oscillation at RF 

frequencies is low since the feedback in the load pull system is at baseband 

frequencies and not at RF. More work was done by Hashmi et al [74]to enhance this 

approach to include robust and realisable calibration routines and delay 

compensation in the injection loop. 
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Figure 2.12 Mesuro rapid Load-pull (RLP) system configuration 

Figure 2.12 shows a schematic of the Mesuro Rapid Load pull (RLP) system 

[76] which is an active closed load pull system based on a digital PXI tuner with high 

throughput. The output of the DUT is fed, after being attenuated and down 

converted, to a PXI chassis which comprises an FPGA module. The traveling waves 

(a1, b1,a2 and b2) incident and reflected from the DUT are down-converted to (𝑎1
′  

,𝑏1
′ , 𝑎2

′  and 𝑏2
′ ) signals which are then manipulated within the FPGA card to produce 

a new reflection coefficient (𝐼𝑠𝑒𝑡 & 𝑄𝑠𝑒𝑡)which,agrees with that set by the user. Then, 

the modified signals (𝐼𝑠𝑒𝑡 & 𝑄𝑠𝑒𝑡) are upconverted and amplified and injected back 

into the output of the DUT. Sharing a common local oscillator (LO) between the down 

and up-converter modules relaxes the requirement for the drive signal of the DUT 

and active loop to be phase-locked, which eliminates any drift in phase over time. 

The RLP has the capability to maintain constant impedance over the instantaneous 

bandwidth of up to 40 MHz. The frequency range of the RLP is typically limited by the 

FPGA module from 200 MHz to 4.4 GHz but could be extended to 40 GHz by adding a 

further up/down convertors in the loop. 
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2.4.5.5  Open Loop Active Load-pull 

Takayama et al. [77] initially introduced the open-loop architecture which is 

shown in  Figure 2.13. The input signal is split into two paths where the first part is 

used to drive the DUT while the other is used as a source to emulate the desired 

impedance at the fundamental frequency. The emulated impedance is varied 

manually using a mechanical phase shifter and a variable attenuator. Later, 

Ghannouchi et al [78] extended the system to control the measurement of second 

and third harmonics. 

 

Figure 2.13 Open active load-pull configuration 

After that, an active harmonic load-pull system with waveform measurement 

capabilities, a maximum power level of 30 W and frequency range between                  

0.5 - 12.5 GHz was introduced by Benedikt et al. [79]. However, the requirement to 

manually tune the load impedances for fundamental and harmonic components, as 

the input power level was changed during a power sweep, was the main restriction 

in the architecture of this system. As a result, the architecture requires numerous 
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iterations, particularly for multiple harmonics which slows the process. Therefore, a 

number of fast, multi-harmonic active load-pull approaches have been introduced in 

to accelerate the load pull process. 

The Anteverta active load pull system is a wideband open-loop active harmonic 

load-pull system based on wideband data acquisition and wideband injection as 

shown in Figure 2.14 [80]. The injected signal that forms the required reflection 

coefficients are produced by a PXI-based baseband arbitrary waveform generator 

(AWG) which has a bandwidth of 80 MHz, then, up-converted using PXI-based in-

phase/quadrature (I & Q) modulators. All AWGs and A/D converter modules are 

synchronized via an internally generated 10 MHz clock with an independent buffer 

on the backplane of the chassis. The local oscillator (LO) signal, which drives the I & 

Q mixers to up-convert the baseband signals, is independent of the PXIe chassis. 

Higher harmonics are generated using the I & Q mixers which are driven by LO signals 

using frequency multipliers. Furthermore, an external shared LO, which is also 

independent of the PXIe chassis, is used in the down-conversion of the signal, and 

power splitters and high-pass filters are then used to split signal harmonic 

components. As the I & Q mixing system allows a constant load impedance to be 

maintained over bandwidth, the system is able to load-pull a modulated signal over 

1GHz bandwidth. 
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Figure 2.14  Antiverta open-loop active load-pull system configuration [78] 
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2.4.6 Envelope Tracking Measurement System 

Traditional PA measurements requires a number of key instruments that can 

simply include a signal generator and some form of signal analyser. However, a 

complex measurement set up is required to fully characterise ET-PAs for modern 

communications systems. The difficulty in the ET measurement is a consequence of 

the fact that an ET system comprises several subsystems; as well as the ET-PA itself, 

there is envelope generation, the supply modulator, and the linearization system. In 

an ET system, the PA can be considered as a three-port device, with a dynamically 

controlled drain bias voltage. Practically, the ET measurement system consists of an 

Envelope Tracking Control Host, which is the digital domain of the system, an RF signal 

generator, an Arbitrary Waveform Generator, and a Vector Signal Analyser as shown 

in Figure 2.15. 

 

Figure 2.15 Block diagram of an envelope tracking characterisation system 
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Also, synchronization between theses different instruments is required which is 

a major challenge from a test and a characterisation perspective. Essentially, the 

synchronization between the RF signal generator and the baseband arbitrary 

waveform generator (AWG) in an envelope tracking system. Therefore, a 

measurement system for the envelope requires more complex measurement than 

fixed bias PAs.  

Recently, several commercial ET measurement systems were introduced by 

companies such as National Instruments (NI) [81] and Rohde & Schwarz [82]. The NI 

ET measurement system is based on PXIe chassis equipped with Vector Signal 

Transfer (VST), Arbitrary Wave Generator (AWG) and high-speed oscilloscope where 

all these modules are interconnected via the backplane of chassis as shown in      

Figure 2.16. The software which is mainly used to control the measurement system is 

a National Instruments software package called RFIC. However, LabView software 

could be used to do further measurements which give this system a good degree of 

flexibility. 

 

Figure 2.16 Block diagram for NI ET measurement system  
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However, Rohde & Schwarz ET measurement system consists of a vector signal 

generator (SMW) signal analyser (FSW) as presented in Figure 2.17. Both the RF signal 

and the corresponding envelope are generated by the SMW. The FSW has two 

additional baseband input ports to the RF port used to measure the drain current and 

voltage and enhance the synchronization between the RF and baseband for efficiency 

measurement. The system is controlled with a standard software which importantly, 

cannot be customized.  

 

Figure 2.17 Simple diagram for Rohde & Schwarz ET measurement system 

Both systems have all ET functions including synchronization, time alignment 

between the RF signal and the envelope, shaping function, DPD, and efficiency 

measurement. However, R&S has the capability to measure instantaneous efficiency. 

2.5 Conclusion  

This chapter has shown significant research into high efficiency PA design, and 

that this is taking place within academia and industry, and which has resulted in a 

number of enhancements and approaches for efficiency over dynamic range, by 
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dynamically changing either the load impedance or the supply voltage. The ET 

approach is one of the most promising potential solutions to tackle these issues, 

among numerous other improvement techniques that have been developed. The ET 

mechanism is introduced, and several architectures of supply modulator are 

identified and compared in terms of their advantages and disadvantages. The chapter 

also discusses several microwave measurement techniques that are used to 

characterise RF devices, starting from simple instruments such as the power meter, 

network analyser and spectrum analyser which are generally used to perform 

nonlinear measurements and extending to more complex instruments e.g. the Large 

Signal Network Analyser (LSNA) that allows the full nonlinear behaviour of a device 

to be characterised. 

The chapter also introduces different types of load pull system which is a      

well-established technique to characterise the performance of a device at the early 

stage of the PA design procedure, with advantages and disadvantages of various load 

pull architectures are outlined. In active envelope load-pull, the emulated impedance 

environment is generally insensitive to drive level and bias condition, a property that 

can significantly speed-up device measurements. Also, the emulated impedance 

environment can be held constant over a modulation bandwidth, which enables the 

system to load pull devices under realistic modulated signal conditions. 

Finally, as the NI ET measurement system has flexibility in terms of its control 

software and its PXIe standard interface, which can be upgraded or integrated easily 
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with any PXIe system, the NI ET system is selected to be used in this research work. 

However, the full ET measurement system still needed to be assembled, realised, 

tested and validated. Only then was it possible to integrate the system with the 

Mesuro Rapid Load pull system which is discussed previously to load pull RF devices 

and apply DPD. Following these steps, it is possible for a fully emulated system for ET 

characterisation in conjunction with DPD can be addressed and is discussed in later 

chapters. 
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Chapter 3  

Realising an Envelope Tracking Measurement 

System  

3.1 Introduction & Motivation 

The objective of this chapter is to fully demonstrate and prove the concept of 

an ET characterisation system for three main reasons. 

• To fully test the capabilities of the NI ET measurement system and ensure the 

system meets the requirements. 

• Provide the ability of the CHFE to conduct ET-PA measurements for the ET-

focussed EPSRC project partners. 

• Allow investigations into the interaction between the PA and supply 

modulator, and to provide feedback to the other panthers that enables them 

to optimise switching modulator design, such as output ripple effects which 

will be discussed later. 

This chapter starts by discussing the essential requirements for an ET-PA 

measurement system. Then, it will demonstrate the NI ET system which will be used 

to realise the ET measurements. After this, the chapter will describe the design of the 

necessary hardware which is used to implement the tests and then demonstrate the 
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capabilities of the ET measurement system. This includes designing a demonstration 

linear amplifier, which was used as an ET modulator, to supply the PA with the 

necessary dynamic drain biasing voltage. After that, the performance of the 

modulator is evaluated to identify its limitations. Then, a low-power demonstrator PA 

was designed and built based on the capabilities of the supply modulator. In addition 

to this, an integrated sensor circuit is designed to measure the instantaneous drain 

current and voltage. The remainder of the chapter demonstrates an experimental 

validation of the ET characterisation system using 10 MHz LTE modulation for the first 

time, at Cardiff University. 

3.2 Envelope Tracking Measurement System Requirements 

It has been discussed in the literature review chapter that deploying a full ET 

system faces several challenges, not only in ET-PA design itself, but also the 

requirement for more complex stimulus, bias and measurement techniques. This is a 

consequence of the fact that an ET system comprises several subsystems; as well as 

the ET-PA itself, there is envelope generation, the supply modulator and the 

linearization system. In an ET system, the ET-PA can be considered as a three-port 

device, with a dynamically controlled drain bias voltage. Therefore, a measurement 

system for ET requires more complex measurement than fixed bias PAs. Thus, a 

measurement system is needed to satisfy certain criteria, which will be discussed in 

detail in the following subsections. 
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3.2.1 Modulated Signal and Baseband Generation 

The ET measurement system is needed to generate a modulated RF signal based 

on current and future communication and wireless waveform standards, together 

with associated baseband ET (dynamic bias) signals. The modulated RF waveforms 

can be generated using commercial software tools such as MATLAB, in the form of I 

& Q data. The necessary baseband signals can be obtained from I & Q data directly or 

by detecting the envelope of the RF signal using a simple RF envelope detectors[1]. 

3.2.2 Shaping Functions 

The inherent tradeoff between efficiency and linearity in traditional fixed bias 

PAs is no longer present in the ET [2]. In addition, there is flexibility in achieving the 

desired performance of an ET-PA, as efficiency and linearity can be optimised using 

different shaping functions. The mapping between the instantaneous input power 

and dynamic supply voltage plays a vital role in the ET approach due to the impact on 

PA design specifications, which include output power, efficiency, and linearity, 

particularly AM-AM and AM-PM distortion. Unlike the fixed supply PAs, a lower-level 

of AM-AM distortion can be obtained in ET despite the nonlinear behavior of the 

device when operated in compression, if the tracking signal is shaped in a specific 

manner [3]. Furthermore, the bandwidth requirements of the tracking signal, and 

hence the requirements of an eventual ET modulator, can also be reduced when using 

the appropriate envelope shaping function. This results in a modest requirement of 

bandwidth with only a small degradation in efficiency and linearity [4] – very 
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important design information. Hence, the ability to precisely adjust the shaping of the 

baseband tracking signals is needed to optimise the efficiency and linearity of the ET-

PA and to explore the design space that results. Thus, the measurement system 

should support different types of shaping function with a high degree of flexibility. 

For example, a lookup table (LUT) to enable a shaping function to achieve constant 

gain (ISOgain) as introduced by the Nujira company in [5] or a detroughing function 

to keep the tracking signal above the knee voltage, avoiding gain collapse and 

significant phase distortion. 

3.2.3 Synchronization and Time Alignment 

Synchronization between different instruments is a major challenge from a test 

and a characterisation perspective. Essentially, the synchronization between the RF 

signal generator and the baseband arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) in an 

envelope tracking system should be achieved with maximum timing accuracy and 

minimal jitter. Additionally, due to the frequencies of interest, the delay of the RF 

modulated waveform and the tracking signal must be adjustable with sub-

nanosecond accuracy. This is because the modulated RF signal and the tracking  signal 

travel in two different paths, and will both be affected by the delay, which needs to 

be compensated. However, the required alignment in ET is not as stringent as it is in 

EER due to the fact that in ET, the amplitude information is always maintained in the 

RF signal path. Misalignment could be a source of nonlinearity however, as the time 

deviation between these signals can lead to a significant increase in the EVM and 
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ACPR [6]. The misalignment between the RF signal and the tracking signal leads to 

other unintended interactions, resulting in for example asymmetry in ACPR which is 

symptomatic of an electrical memory effect, as shown in [8]. Generally, the maximum 

value of efficiency can be expected when an optimum supply voltage amplitude is 

applied to the PA, which aligns with the RF modulated signal. Otherwise, the tracking 

voltage will be either higher or lower than this desired value. So in summary, the 

system must provide for the precise alignment between the modulated RF signal and 

the tracking signal to an accuracy in order to minimise any degradation in the 

efficiency or distortion introduced to the PA [1]. 

3.2.4 Efficiency Measurement 

The efficiency measurement is a vital parameter to evaluate the performance 

of the ET-PA. The efficiency can be defined in several ways, drain efficiency (DE) and 

power added efficiency (PAE). The drain efficiency is defined as the ratio between the 

output power of the PA (dissipated at the fundamental load) and the DC power from 

the DC power supply.  

𝐷𝐸 =
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑃𝐷𝐶
× 100% (3.2) 

𝑃𝐷𝐶 = 𝐼𝑑𝑑 ∗ 𝑉𝑑𝑑 (3.3) 

Where 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the RF output power and 𝑃𝑫𝑪 is the dissipated DC power, while 𝐼𝑑𝑑 & 

𝑉𝒅𝒅 are the drain supply current and voltage respectively. The power added efficiency 
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(PAE) is a more comprehensive definition of PA efficiency than DE because it takes 

gain into account. However, realising a dynamic efficiency measurement is one of the 

challenges in realising the ET measurement system. This is because the measurement 

of the instantaneous current and voltage supplied to the PA should be taken between 

the supply modulator and the ET-PA, which can potentially affect the combined 

performance of the ET-PA. Nevertheless, the practical measurement of the 

instantaneous current and voltage in an ET-PA can be achieved, as shown in           

Figure 3.1 , where dedicated probes are used to measure the instantaneous current 

and voltage supplied and displayed and captured directly using the oscilloscope. 

 

Figure 3.1 The required set-up to measure the instantaneous current and voltage 
showing voltage a current probe located between the Supply Modulator and the PA   

The instantaneous voltage could be probed by a wideband high precision 

voltage probe. The line impedance of the probe should be high enough to minimise 

any associated loading [1]. The instantaneous current could be measured using shunt 
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resistor and probing the voltage drop across this shunt resistor. However, this method 

is not accurate enough because the shunt resistor, which will be used, should have 

low resistance value to minimise its effect on the tracking signal to avoid efficiency 

degradation. Therefore, a current sensor method is proposed to measure the 

instantaneous drain current. Both voltage and current measurements should be 

captured with a fast sampling oscilloscope and correlated with the output power to 

calculate the instantaneous efficiency. The time delay between the measured voltage 

and current must be calibrated to enhance the accuracy of the measurement. 

3.2.5 Digital Pre-Distortion 

As an ET-PA is maintained for most of the time near its compression point, 

the non-linearity that results, generally, must be corrected and usually through using 

digital pre-distortion (DPD) linearization. Essentially, the DPD linearization technique 

shares similarities with the mathematical concept to eliminate distortion with a 

feedforward linearization method [9]. In the pre-distortion method, conversely, the 

cancellation of distortion is introduced in the input rather than in the output stage by 

distorting the input signal in a specific manner which is inverse to the PA distortion 

produced, in order to cancel it [10]. As shown in Figure 3.2, the input signal is passed 

through a virtual digital pre-distorter circuit, which adds the necessary pre-distortion 

before amplification. Then, the introduced nonlinear behaviour is corrected through 

the non-linearity of the output stage. Thus, the measurement system should include 

customisable DPD, as mentioned previously, in order to linearise the ET using                           
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a memoryless lookup table (LUT) [11] and different memory pre-distortion models 

[12]. 

 

Figure 3.2 Pre-distortion block diagram 

3.3 Envelope Tracking Measurement System Arrangement 

3.3.1 Hardware Setup 

A modulated microwave measurement system from National Instrument (NI) is 

used as the basis for the advanced ET measurement system, as shown in Figure 3.3. 

This measurement system is implemented within a NI PXIe chassis equipped with          

a Vector Signal Transceiver (VST) which is able to support up to 1 GHz signal 

bandwidth and up to a maximum operating frequency of 6 GHz, itself comprising a 

vector signal generator (VSG) and a vector signal analyser  (VSA). In addition, a dual‐

channel Arbitrary Wave Generator (AWG) with a bandwidth of 400 MHz, is used to 

generate the envelope of the RF signal. A two-channel fast oscilloscope with 400 MHz 

bandwidth is used to monitor the drain current and voltage signals to measure the 
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efficiency. All these modules are interconnected via the backplane of chassis that is 

capable of carrying numerous clock and trigger distribution lines.  

 

Figure 3.3 ET NI PXIe chassis measurement system 

Also, a tight synchronization is achieving using NI’s ‘T-Clock’ capability, which 

accurately aligns sample clocks and trigger events to allow all devices to start 

generating simultaneously. As a result, the VST and AWG have a synchronization jitter 

less than 50 ps which meets the ET measurement requirements for synchronization 

[13]. 

3.3.2 Envelope Tracking Software controller 

The software which is mainly used to control the measurement system is                

a National Instruments (NI) software package called RFIC [14]. This software 

application, which runs on the PC controller in the NI chassis, uses a graphical 

interface to configure all key hardware. It is also used to fully exploit the hardware 

capabilities and perform the essential digital signal processing and other tasks needed 

for ET measurements, including downloading commercial waveforms to the VST, 

shaping the RF envelope and digital pre-distortion (DPD). Furthermore, the software 
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is utilised to measure and display the average efficiency, ACPR, AM-AM, AM-PM, 

with/without DPD measurements. Importantly, the software has the ability to align 

the RF signal and the tracking signal by applying a digital delay to the RF signal. 

However, this software application has some limitations and cannot for example be 

easily customized to do other required measurements. Hence, LabView applications 

needed to be developed to enable additional measurement capabilities, including 

instantaneous efficiency, implementing new shaping functions, customising 

waveforms and time-alignment characterisation.  

3.3.3 The Supply Modulator design 

Since supply modulator design is out for the scope of this Ph.D. research,              

a demonstrator linear modulator was designed to characterise the capability of the 

ET system only. The methodology that was used to design the linear modulator 

consists of two stages namely gain stage and output stage as displayed in               

Figure 3.4. The gain stage comprises an inverted voltage Op-Amp which is THS4001 

[15] from Texas Instruments to amplify the voltage. While the output stage is used 

to amplify the current because the maximum current for the gain stage is limited to 

only 100 mA. The LT1210 Op-Amp [16] which is selected from Linear Technologies is 

used to amplify the current in the output stage. The values of the resistors were 

selected to provide the desired voltage gain of 5 V/V. 
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Figure 3.4 Schematic Diagram for the Supply Modulator 

The linear modulator was designed and fabricated using FR4 substrate [17]. It 

was then tested using an envelope generated from a 10 MHz LTE signal, which was 

produced by the NI Arbitrary Waveform generator. The load of the supply modulator 

was set to be 50 Ω.  

Table 3-1 Measurement of the supply modulator using 50 Ω fixed load 

Parameter Performance 

Bandwidth 18 MHz 

Maximum Voltage 8.5 V 

Maximum Current 170 mA 

The input and output voltage signal of the modulator were detected and 

plotted using 400 MHz oscilloscopes as depicted in Figure 3.5 which shows how close 

the modulator tracks the envelope of the 10 MHz signal. The output current, output 

voltage, and 3 dB bandwidth were measured as shown in Table 3-1. Importantly, as 

has been mentioned above, an optimised supply modulator design is outside the 
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Ph.D. scope, so this modulator with modest specs was built for demonstration 

purposes for the ET measurement system.  

 

Figure 3.5 The input signal (blue) and the output of the supply modulator (red) using 
the envelope of a 10MHz LTE signal 

3.3.4 Demonstrator PA Design 

A 0.35 W GaAs FET(ATF-53189) [18] from Broadcom was chosen to design the 

test PA, which was then integrated with the supply modulator to characterise the ET 

system. This device is selected for the following reasons: 

• The device offers low drain voltage around 4.5V which is in range of the 

voltage of the supply modulator used. 

• Dealing with a low power device was initially safer for the system being 

characterised, a good strategy to avoid any damage occurring. 
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• The cost of the device is low. 

• The measurement set up is less complex when compared for example to that 

needed for a 10 W GaN Device, where a driver amplifier would be required. 

In PA design, impedance matching networks are essential in order to maximize 

the power transfer into and out of a device, to maximise output power and gain. Put 

another way, the input and output impedances of a device should be matched to        

50 Ω to minimise losses due to input and output reflections. Thus, the input matching 

networks (IMN) and output matching networks (OMN) were designed based on an 

active load-pull measurement, where the required source impedance was measured 

to be 27.5+j22 Ω and load impedance is 10.2-j32.5 Ω, at 1.8 GHz. The matching 

networks were firstly designed using ideal transmission lines and the quarter-wave 

DC feed. Then, these ideal transmission lines were replaced with lines designed on 

RT/Duroid® 5880 microstrip, which has a dielectric thickness of 20 mil (508 μm) with 

a relative permittivity of 2.2 and loss tangent of 0.0004 [19]. The input and output 

matching over 100 MHz bandwidth from 1.75 GHz to 1.85 GHz is shown on the Smith 

chart in Figure 3.6.Also, as the device was prone to be unstable at lower frequencies, 

a 10 Ω resistor was added in series at the gate bias supply point, along with a 10 pF 

decoupling capacitor. This resistor improves stability by removing the negative 

resistance that causes the oscillation at lower MHz frequencies. An additional 7 Ω 

series resistor was added at the input of the device. This resistor is utilised to stabilize 

the device for all frequencies including those outsides of the operating frequency of 
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interest. However, the gain of the device is degraded by this resistor. Consequently, 

a 2 pF capacitor was connected in parallel to this resistor to constrain its contribution 

to low frequencies. The capacitor effectively by-passes the resistor at higher 

frequencies, where gain is restored.  

 

Figure 3.6 The target and achieved input and output matching networks on the 
Smith chart normalized to 50Ω 

The PCB board was fabricated using RT/Duroid® 5880 using microstrip. Then, 

the GaAs device and all passive components were soldered to the board that 

contained proper through-plated pin grounding. Finally, the PA was realised as 

presented in Figure 3.7. To enable drain supply modulation, all bypass capacitors on 

the drain bias line were removed except the 10 pF RF bypass capacitor [3]. Initially,    

a small shunt resistor was added allow the drain current to be probed, but it was 

observed that the accuracy of this method was not sufficient. Thus, the shunt resistor 
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was replaced with zero-ohm resistance and the drain current measured using               

an alternative approach with dedicated current sensor, which is discussed in the 

coming section. 

 

Figure 3.7 The complete and realised 0.35 W E-pHEMT FET (ATF-53189) PA, where all 
bypass capacitors on the drain bias line were removed except a 10 pF to enable 

supply modulation 

3.3.4.1 Fixed Bias Measurement 

As an initial step to predict the performance of the PA, the output power, 

efficiency and gain performance were measured using a simple CW signal at 1.8 GHz 

with a fixed drain bias voltage of 4.5 V. The quiescent drain current was chosen to be 

around 100 mA. The input power was swept from -5 dBm to 15 dBm while the output 

power, drain efficiency (DE) and gain were measured as depicted in  Figure 3.8. The 

PA delivered a maximum DE of 58 % at an output power of 25.2 dBm for 1 dB 

compression with a gain of 13.2 dB.  
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Figure 3.8 The drain efficiency, gain, and output power performance of the PA with 
fixed 4.5V drain voltage 

Since this PA was designed especially for the ET system, where the PA is biased 

dynamic, the static drain bias voltage was varied from 1.5 V to 4.5 V with 0.5 V step 

while the drain efficiency and gain of the PA were measured. Figure 3.9 illustrates the 

DE and gain performance of this PA where the PA maintains high efficiency above      

53 % plateau as the drain bias voltage changes from 1.5 V to 4.5 V over a wide range 

of output power from 25.2 dBm to 18.2 dBm (7 dB OBO). While there is 1 dB variation 

in the gain from 12.3 dB to 13.02 dB as the gain increase with the increase of the drain 

bias voltage. Therefore, the PA is good enough to be used for characterisation and 

demonstration purposes in the ET system. 
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Figure 3.9 PA drain efficiency (DE)and gain performance as the drain voltage 
changed from 1.5V to 4.5V with 0.5 V step 

3.3.5 Current and Voltage Sensor Design 

As mentioned above, a current sensor is proposed to measure the 

instantaneous drain current. The current sensor was built using a MAX9643 [19] 

differential Op-amp from Maxim with a wide common-mode voltage range and           

15 MHz bandwidth. Figure 3.10 illustrates the schematic for the sensor where                  

a  0.1 Ω shunt resistor is placed in the bias feed and delivers a potential difference to 

the input of the differential Op-amp, which amplifies the voltage suitable for 

measurement. The output voltage of the differential Op-amp is connected to a fast 

oscilloscope. LabVIEW was used to calculate the current based on the gain of the 

differential Op-amp and shunt resistor as follow: 
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V 𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑉𝐴 × 𝑉(𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒) (3.4) 

𝐼𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 =
𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒

𝑅𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒
⁄  (3.5) 

𝑉𝐴  is the differential op-amp gain, V 𝑜𝑢𝑡 the output voltage of the differential Op-amp, 

𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 is a voltage drop across the shunt resistor  𝑅𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒, and  𝐼𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 is the 

instantaneous drain current. Also, the instantaneous drain voltage is detected using 

voltage divider comprising an external resistor of 1k Ω and the internal 50 Ω resistance 

of the oscilloscope which produces a ratio of 1 21⁄  as presented in [20].  

 

Figure 3.10 Current &voltage sensor circuit schematic and layout 

After fabricating the sensor, it was tested with the 0.35 W GaAs PA used as             

a load. The drain current was measured statically at different supply voltage from        

1.5-5 V, using a bench power supply (SMU) and the current sensor as shown in      

Figure 3.11. The figure demonstrates a good agreement between the SMU 

measurement and the current sensor measurement which indicates good accuracy. 
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Figure 3.11 The measurement of current using the current sensor and current 
measured by the supply voltage (SMU)  

3.4 Measurement Verification 

The PA and supply modulator which are used to verify the ET measurement 

system are the 0.35 W GaAs FET and the linear amplifier, which were designed and 

measured previously. The supply modulator was placed as close as possible to the 

drain of the PA to minimise parasitics, which might impact the tracking signal and 

degrade performance and the efficiency measurement. The current sensor board was 

placed between the supply modulator and the PA. The output signal of the board was 

connected directly to the fast sampling dual channel oscilloscope as shown in       

Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 . As the VSG generated sufficient amplitude, no driver was 

required, which makes the measurement set-up simpler, and the VSG output could 

be connected directly to the PA. A circulator, however, was added before the RFPA to 
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absorb any reflections from the PA which could potentially damage the VSG.  

 

Figure 3.12 Simple representation for typical ET measurement system 

 
Figure 3.13 Picture of the complete ET measurement test bench 
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The I & Q components of the input signal were downloaded to the AWG, which 

was then used to drive the supply modulator. The output signal of the PA was 

captured by the VSA after attenuating the signal with a 20 dB attenuator, to avoid any 

possibility of damage to the VSA. The attenuation which was introduced by the 

circulator, cables and the attenuator at the output was measured, and included in the 

calibration. Figure 3.13  illustrates the actual ET measurement set-up which is used 

for all measurements in this chapter. 

3.4.1 Input Signal and Baseband 

The input signal used to excite the PA is a 10 MHz LTE signal with 6.8 dB PAPR, 

as illustrated in Figure 3.14, and was downloaded as a TDMS file. The I & Q data was 

uploaded to the AWG which was then used to drive the supply modulator. 

 

Figure 3.14 (a) Power Spectral Density for 10MHz LTE signal, (b) CCDF for 10 MHz the 
LTE signal, with PAPR of 6.8 dB measured with the VSA 

3.4.2 Shaping Functions 

Envelope shaping is an essential function in the ET system, used to modify the 

linear relationship between the generated tracking signal and RF signal envelope, and 

to optimise the performance of the PA, for either efficiency or linearity. The system 
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offers two configurable functions to reshape the envelope including a look-up table 

(LUT) approach and a de-troughing function. The LUT is defined by   the input signal 

and the desired supply voltage which is specified by the user. The de-troughing 

function has three different functions which can be selected and configured based on 

the desired performance. These three different de-troughing functions available are 

shown in the equations below.  

𝑓(𝑉) = 𝑉 + 𝑑 ∙ 𝑒(−𝑉
𝑑⁄ ) (3.6) 

𝑓(𝑉) = 1 − (1 − 𝑑)cos (𝑉 ∙ 𝜋
2⁄ ) (3.7) 

𝑓(𝑉) = 𝑑 + (1 − 𝑑) ∙ 𝑉𝑎 (3.8) 

𝑑 =
𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
⁄  (3.9) 

Where 𝑓(𝑉) is the tracking signal , 𝑉 is the magnitude of the envelope of the 

input signal,  𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the minimum and the maximum values for the 

tracking signal respectively and 𝑎 is the order of the power de-troughing function.  

Figure 3.15 demonstrates the normalized drain voltage vs tracking drain voltage for 

the three de-troughing functions.  

Also, different shaping functions can be implemented using LabVIEW 

MathScript Module [22] which enable users deploy their own code to reshape the 

envelope. The flow diagram in Figure 3.16 shows the process used to reshape the 

envelope. 
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Figure 3.15 Different drain tracking shaping functions 

 

Figure 3.16 The flow diagram to reshape the envelope 
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For this measurement, the envelope of the 10 MHz LTE signal was extracted 

and shaped with the de-troughing function which is mentioned above in [3.7].   

Figure 3.17 shows the normalized drain voltage and the tracking signal before 

reshaping the envelope, where the minimum voltage drops to zero. However, the 

tracking signal was elevated after reshaping the envelope to reach the desired 

minimum supply voltage. After that, the tracking signal was multiplied by the 

appropriate gain to reach the maximum desired voltage which, for this PA, was         

4.5 V and the minimum voltage was 1.5 V in this case as displayed in Figure 3.18. The 

sensor board was calibrated by eliminating the time delay differences between the 

instantaneous current and voltage waveforms which enhances the accuracy of the 

efficiency measurement.  

 

Figure 3.17 De-troughing shaping functions plotted as a function of the envelope of 
the 10MHz LTE signal (LabVIEW results) 
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Figure 3.18 High-speed oscilloscope capture of the current waveform (red curve) and 
drain voltage waveform (blue curve) detected with sensor board 

 3.4.3 Time Alignment Characterisation 

It has been discussed previously that the RF signal and the tracking signal travel 

in two different paths and they will suffer different time delays, which needs to be 

compensated. To characterise the alignment between the RF and tracking signals, the 

centre frequency was temporarily reduced to 400 MHz which is the maximum 

bandwidth of the oscilloscope. Then, the RF signal and tracking signal (Vdd) were 

probed with two high-speed voltage probes as shown in Figure 3.19.  
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Figure 3.19 Measurement setup to characterise skew between the RF signal and the 
tracking signal with two voltage probes (red wires) 

As illustrated in Figure 3.20, the output signal (RF1) did not align with the 

tracking signal (Vdd) before applying the delay. Therefore, the delay, which was 

performed in the digital domain, to the RF signal was swept until both RF signal (RF2) 

and tracking signal (Vdd) align. Moreover, the measurement of AM-PM distortion, 

ACLR or EVM as a function of skew between the RF signal and the tracking signal can 

be used to find the optimum delay [23], [24]. Therefore, a fine alignment was 

obtained by measuring the AM-PM distortion as an indication of misalignment. After 

sweeping the delay from 0 to 24 ns with 1 ns steps, the minimum AM-PM distortion 

occurred when a delay of 12 ns was applied, as shown in Figure 3.21.  
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Figure 3.20  The RF signal voltage and the tracking drain voltage (Vdd) for two cases; 
one without delay adjustment, and the other with delay applied 

 

Figure 3.21 The AM-PM distortion as the delay between the RF and envelope is 
swept over 24ns, where the optimum delay is 12ns 
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3.4.4 Fixed bias and ET Comparison 

After the alignment was achieved, the RFPA was driven up to its 1 dB 

compression point, with 10 MHz LTE signal at a centre frequency of 1.8 GHz using 

both 4.5 V fixed and dynamic bias with a minimum voltage of 1.5 V and a maximum 

voltage of 4.5 V, using the linear modulator which was designed and measured 

previously. Table 3-2 compares PA performance under fixed bias and ET operation, 

where the ET increases average drain efficiency from 22.6 % to 43.9 % which is what 

would be expected from a CW excited, fixed static supply measurement, as shown in 

Figure 3.9.  

Table 3-2 Measured performance for ET and fixed biased with LTE 10 MHz and      
6.8 dB PAPR 

*The efficiency of the linear modulator is not included in the DE 

The linearity performance was also measured. The in-band distortion (EVM) 

was measured to be 3.6 % for the ET-PA, while for fixed bias, it was measured to be 

2.1 %. The out-band distortion (ACPR) was measured to be -38.4 dBc and -40.3 dBc 

Input Signal 

Drain 

Supply 

Measurement results 

Freq. Mod.BW PAPR Pout Gain DE ACPR EVM 

(GHz) (MHz) (dB) (dBm) (dB) (%) (dBc) (%) 

1.8 10 6.8 Fixed 25.1 13.0 22.6 -40.3 2.1 

1.8 10 6.8 ET 25.2 12.70 43.9 -38.4 3.6 
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for ET and fixed bias PA configurations respectively. The ET-PA has 2 dB lower ACPR 

than fixed bias and has 1.5 % worse EVM, which was expected as the ET-PA has lower 

linearity performance due to the fact the ET-PA is compressed for most of the time. 

However, the linearity of the ET-PA might be improved using other shaping functions 

to optimise linearity such as the Iso-gain shaping function. 

3.4.5 The Instantaneous Drain Efficiency Measurement 

Generally, the measurement of the average efficiency is useful to evaluate the 

performance of the ET-PA and to compare it to other techniques. However, the 

instantaneous efficiency is vital to show the fundamental principle of ET to maintain 

efficiency over a wide range of OBO. This instantaneous efficiency allows a deeper 

understand to be developed in terms of how efficiency changes at the rate of the 

envelope for example, when different shaping functions are applied. Thus, more work 

needed to be done to be able to robustly measure the instantaneous efficiency 

because the NI RFIC software measures only the average efficiency. The output power 

and DC power waveforms are needed to plot the instantaneous DE. The vector signal 

analyser (VSA) part of the VST measures the output power in the frequency domain, 

which is then converted into time domain [25]. Meanwhile, an oscilloscope is used to 

measure the DC components, i.e. current and voltage waveforms directly. However, 

these RF and DC power measurements lead to misalignment. Also, the two waveforms 

have a different sample rate. Thus, the output power waveform should be re-sampled 

in order to align it with the measured DC power. 
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Figure 3.22 The output RF waveform and the DC power waveform before and after 
aligning them to calculate instantaneous efficiency using a three-tone input 

 

Figure 3.23 Comparing the instantaneous DE for ET and 4.5 V fixed bias for three-
tone signal 

Figure 3.22 shows output waveform and DC power waveform before and after 

alignment for a three-tone input signal. Specifically, the measured instantaneous DE 

under ET and then for a fixed 4.5 V bias can be plotted against output power, as shown 
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in Figure 3.23. The DE of the PA maintained in a high plateau region, which is above 

58 % over 5 dB OBO from 20.2 dBm to 25.2 dBm for a three-tone input signal with      

3 MHz bandwidth. 

Then, the input signal was changed to a 10 MHz LTE signal with 6.8 PAPR and 

similar procedures were followed to calculate instantaneous DE, including obtaining 

waveforms, re-sample and align them. The instantaneous DE with 10 MHz LTE input 

signal is shown in Figure 3.24. The ET-PA still shows good DE over OBO with more than 

50 % over a wide range of output power (4.9 dB) from 20.2 dBm to 25.1 dBm The back 

off DE with 10 MHz is lower than the three-tone case, which is expected due to the 

complexity of the 10 MHz waveform and the bandwidth of 10 MHz LTE being greater 

than the three-tone input signal bandwidth. However, both measurements show 

nicely how ET-PA can maintain good efficiency over OBO. 

 

Figure 3.24 Comparing the instantaneous DE for ET and 4.5 V fixed bias using 10MHz 
LTE signal 
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3.4.6 Digital Pre-Distortion Measurements 

The DPD functionality was used to linearise the output signal by applying a 

generalised memory polynomial (GMP) [26] with (order=3, memory depth=5).         

Figure 3.25 illustrates the reduction in the spectral regrowth of the 10 MHz LTE signal 

after the GMP is applied. The ACPR is improved by around 25 dB from -38 dBc to                    

-63 dBc when the GMP was used, which is predictable from memory DPD model. This is 

because the GMP can correct for higher degrees of memory effect for both signal and 

envelope. 

 

Figure 3.25 Power spectrum density of a 10 MHz LTE signal 6.8-dB PAPR at the 
output of the PA when GMP algorithms is used 

The AM-AM distortion characterisation is used to characterise the gain 

compression or expansion by describing the relationship between the gain and the 

input signal at fundamental frequency [27]. Figure 3.26, shows the measurement of 

AM-AM distortion using the gain as function the input, where there is gain variation 
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and gain expansion which agrees with Figure 3.9. However, GMP DPD flattens the 

gain which enhances the linearity performance of the PA. However, when the PA is 

deeply compressed, the DPD struggled to fix the nonlinearity. 

 

Figure 3.26 AM-AM distortion before DPD where there was variation and expansion 
in the gain while the DPD flattens the gain 

As the amplitude measurement alone isn’t sufficient to characterise the 

nonlinearity of the PA, the AM-PM distortion is used to show the phase variation of 

the output signal, as the input signal at the fundamental frequency is swept [28]. 

Figure 3.27 illustrates the AM-PM measurements before and after applying the GMP 

DPD, where phase variations up to 8° were observed, while after applying DPD, 

variations dropped to within 1°. The spreading at lower input powers is almost 

completely down to the envelope delay between input and output modulation 

envelopes . These AM-AM and AM-PM measurements could potentially be used to 
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define the shaping function for the tracking signal, which could linearise the PA 

without the need to apply DPD. 

 

Figure 3.27 AM-PM measurement where memory effects are illustrated by the 
“spread” of samples at low power level before DPD while DPD fixes it 

3.5 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, a full ET measurement system is realised and validated. This 

involves firstly outlining the important requirements for ET measurement system. 

Then, a commercial NI PXI system is used as the core for the ET measurement system 

and is described in detail. This is followed by designing, fabricating and testing the 

necessary high-frequency and low-frequency circuits i.e. PA, linear amplifier and 

current and voltage sense board which were integrated around the NI PXI 

measurement system to realise the ET measurement system. The ET measurement 
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system was characterised and all the essential requirements for this type of system 

were validated using 10 MHz LTE signal. The time alignment between the RF signal 

and the tracking signal is characterised using different methods, including monitoring 

both RF signal and tracking signal with a high speed oscilloscope and measuring the 

degradation of the linearity. The average DE of the PA with fixed bias increase from 

22.6 % to 43.9 % with 48.5 % improvement. The measurement for the instantaneous 

efficiency agrees nicely with the measurement for drain efficiency with static 

measurement when the drain voltage is varied from 0.5 V to 4.5 V. The DE is 

maintained around 50 % over a 4.9 dB OBO which shows the essential criteria of ET. 

The digital pre-distortion (DPD) is used to compensate the degradation in the linearity 

by improving the ACPR by around 25 dB and reduces both AM-AM and AM-PM 

distortion.  
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Chapter 4  

Supply Modulator Ripple Effects and 

Countermeasures 

4.1 Introduction & Motivation 

In the previous chapter, a measurement system for the characterisation of 

envelope tracking (ET) power amplifiers has been realised. The critical 

characterisation requirements for ET measurements have been identified, discussed 

and then validated, demonstrating how ET measurement can be carried out precisely.  

Even though ET is a strong contender for both base transceiver station (BTS) and 

user equipment (UE) applications due to its potential to support multimode and 

multiband operation [1], [2], realising ET in practice presents a number of technical 

challenges. The difficulty in ET system design and measurement is a consequence of 

the fact that an ET system comprises several interacting subsystems: the PA, envelope 

generation, a supply modulator and a linearisation system. The supply modulator 

plays a vital role as it is a significant contributor to the overall performance of the     

ET-PA in terms of modulation bandwidth, linearity, and overall efficiency. Despite 

wide-ranging research focusing on supply modulator design [3]– [5], there are still 

significant challenges in achieving required performance in terms of modulation 

bandwidth, efficiency, and output voltage ripple, which limit the application of ET in 
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commercial systems. Buck-converters are among the most efficient types of supply 

modulators as discussed in the literature review, but they inherently produce                   

a significant ripple voltage. Filtering this ripple not only causes significant losses, 

especially through the use of high order filters [6] but also reduces the achievable 

modulation bandwidth at a given switching frequency. 

 

Figure 4.1 Frequency components at different points in an ET system 

  

This chapter presents an experimental investigation into the interaction 

between a PA and a supply modulator in the presence of voltage ripple introduced 

by switching noise in the modulator. By varying the ripple magnitude added to the 

modulated drain voltage of a 10W GaN PA with a 10 MHz LTE signal, the effects of 

voltage ripple [7]– [9] together with possible countermeasures [10] are explored and 

the impact of the ripple magnitude on an ET-PA is quantified. The theory behind the 
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effect of ripple on a PA is introduced and then, the characterisation system used for 

the study is outlined. This includes the design of a 10 W GaN PA and a wideband high 

power modulator to accommodate the larger PA. After this, the impact of different 

magnitudes of ripple on the PA linearity is investigated. The last part of this chapter 

looks at different ways to linearise ET system, for example, using optimised shaping 

functions and Digital Per-Distortion (DPD), and their ability to minimise the impact of 

the ripple are discussed. 

4.2 Effect of Voltage Ripple on ET-PAS - Theory 

PAs achieve their highest efficiency when the applied drain voltage extends or 

swings to the lowest practical drain voltage, i.e. 0 V in the case of an ideal transistor, 

and the knee region in a real device. Using modulated signals with high PAPR, the PA 

is usually operated under output back off (OBO) conditions, i.e. operating at reduced 

output power for most of the time in order to maintain good linearity. If the load 

impedance is fixed, a 6-dB reduction in output power will result in half the usual 

voltage swing and a significant efficiency reduction. In ET, the PA is maintained in an 

efficient mode of operation by dynamically changing the supply voltage in response 

to the modulation, and in the same example of 6 dB OBO, the supply voltage is halved 

in comparison, thus restoring a maximum voltage swing and maintaining high 

efficiency. In the case of a real transistor, the function that generates the ET tracking 

voltage must be carefully designed in order to prevent the device’s dynamic load-line 

from intruding into the knee region, maintaining acceptable linearity [11]. As the 
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ripple frequencies will be much lower than the RF frequency, the RF load-line can be 

assumed to be static during one RF period.  

 

Figure 4.2 Load line of an ideal class B PA effected by ripple voltage 

The presence of ripple voltage superimposed onto the modulated supply 

voltage, however, will have the effect of moving the entire load-line along the drain 

voltage axis, relative to the static knee voltage, alternating between moving the load 

line towards the knee region, causing significant distortion and non-linearity, and 

away from the knee region, improving linearity but reducing the efficiency, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.2. The increased interaction with the knee region leads to 

increase non-linear behaviour of the PA, i.e. degradation in the error vector 

magnitude (EVM) and adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR). In addition to this 

linearity degradation, there is also a mixing effect that takes place [7], up-converting 

the ripple to the side-bands around the carrier, with a separation entirely dependent 

on the ripple and it’s the switching frequency. A series analysis, assuming a 
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memoryless system, delivers a first approximation of this mixing effect, as given in 

(4.1) [7]. 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑉𝑖𝑛, 𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒) = 𝑎10𝑉𝑖𝑛 + 𝑎20𝑉𝑖𝑛
2 + 𝑎30𝑉𝑖𝑛

3 + ⋯ 

+𝑎11𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒 + 𝑎21𝑉𝑖𝑛
2𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒 +

𝑎12𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒
2+⋯+𝑎01𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒 + 𝑎02𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒

2 +

𝑎03𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒
3 + ⋯            

(4.1) 

where 𝑎𝑖𝑗  are the gain terms as a function of the 𝑖th order of the input voltage and 

the 𝑗th order of the output ripple, 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  is the output voltage, 𝑉𝑖𝑛  and 𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒  are 

the input voltage and output voltage ripple respectively. The first order 

intermodulation produces is 𝑎11. 

 If the input voltage is given by 

𝑉𝑖𝑛 = 𝑉𝑖 cos(𝜔0𝑡) (4.2) 

and the output ripple is given by 

𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 𝑉𝑅 cos(𝜔𝑟𝑡) (4.3) 

The output ripple generated signal can then be represented as shown in equation 
(4.4) 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑡) =
1

2
𝑎11𝑉𝑖𝑉𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑠 ((𝜔0 ± 𝜔𝑟)𝑡) (4.4) 
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4.3 Ripple Investigation Measurement Approach 

The ET system that was used for the measurements in this chapter is illustrated 

in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, consisting of a NI ET characterisation system, which was 

presented in the previous chapter, supplemented with an arbitrary waveform 

generator (AWG) that generates the synthesized ripple voltage. The ripple and the 

modulated supply voltage are then combined using a bespoke frequency diplexer 

consisting of a lumped element low-pass and high-pass filters. A wideband and         

high-power linear modulator design was used to dynamically bias a 10 W PA. 

.  

Figure 4.3 Typical ET measurement system with ripple extension 
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Figure 4.4 Envelope tracking set-up for ripple measurements 

4.3.2 Implementing a Wideband Supply Modulator  

A two-stage supply modulator was realised using commercially available 

operational amplifiers as shown in Figure 4.5. The first stage includes THS3001          Op-

Amp from Texas Instruments [12] used as voltage amplifier, while the ADA 4870 from 

Analog Devices [13] was used to amplify the current in the second stage, up to                  

a maximum 1 A. This stage was needed because the maximum current the THS3001 

could deliver was limited to 120 mA. The values of feedback and other resistors were 

chosen to provide the desired voltage gain of 25 dB. 

The designed supply modulator was tested using the envelope of a 10 MHz LTE 

signal, produced by the NI-AWG.  A 10 W PA was used as a load. The output current  

signal was detected using a high-speed current probe [Tektronix TCP312A] while the 

output voltage signal was detected using a high impedance voltage probe, with 
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resulting measurements depicted in  Figure 4.6.  

 

Figure 4.5 Schematic diagram for the 45MHz supply modulator 

 

Figure 4.6 The output current and voltage waveforms of the supply modulator with 
10MHz LTE envelope input signal 

The bandwidth of the supply modulator was characterised by measuring the 

gain while the frequency of CW input signal was swept from 100 kHz to 100 MHz and 

is shown in Figure 4.7.  The 3 dB bandwidth, maximum output current, and maximum 

output voltage are listed in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1 The measurement of supply modulator using 10W PA as a load 

Parameter Performance 

Bandwidth 45 MHz 

Maximum Voltage 28 V 

Maximum Current 1 A 

 

Figure 4.7 Measured frequency response for the supply modulator where the 3dB 
bandwidth is around 45MHz 

4.3.1 RF Power Amplifier Design  

A CGH40010F Wolfspeed 10 W GaN HEMT device [14] was used to design               

a representative PA to test a Manchester University supplied DC-DC converter, 

capable of supplying a maximum supply voltage of 22 V. Thus, the drain voltage for 

this PA was limited to 22 V. Since this PA was designed specifically for the ET system 

where PA is biased dynamically, the PA was initially measured using a simple CW 
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signal around 2.14 GHz with a quiescent drain current around 100 mA. The drain bias 

voltage was varied from 8 V to 22 V in 2 V steps while the PAE and gain of the PA was 

measured. Figure 4.8 demonstrates the PAE and gain performance of this PA, which 

maintains a high efficiency plateau above 50% as the drain bias voltage changes from 

8 to 22 V, over a wide range of OBO from 32 dBm to 38 dBm (6dB OBO). There is            

a 5 dB variation in the gain observed from 13 dB to 8 dB where gain increases as drain 

bias voltage increases. This gain variation is a property of the GaN device used and is 

problematic because it introduces AM-AM distortion and will degrade power added 

efficiency (PAE) when at lower supply voltages. However, it is clear from  Figure 4.8 

that the PA offers sufficiently good performance to be used as a demonstrator for the 

system and operated in an ET mode. 

 

Figure 4.8 PA Power Added Efficiency and Gain performance as the drain voltage 
changed from 8V to 22V with 2V step using CW signal 
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4.4 Ripple Investigations - Measurement   

In this measurement arrangement, a 10 MHz LTE signal with a PAPR of 6.8 dB 

was used as the RF modulation for all measurements. The envelope of the modulated 

signal was extracted from the I & Q data in the NI system and shaped with the              

de-troughing shaping function (4.5) [15] to yield the desired tracking signal: 

𝑓(𝑉) = 1 − (1 − 𝑑)cos (𝑉 ∙ 𝜋
2⁄ ) (4.5) 

Where 𝑓(𝑉) is the tracking signal, 𝑉 is the magnitude of the envelope of the input 

signal and  𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the minimum and the maximum values for the tracking 

signal respectively. The modulated drain voltage was time-aligned with the RF signal 

using the built-in delay optimiser and verified using the two-channel oscilloscope as 

displayed in the previous chapter. For this PA, the minimum drain bias voltage was 

kept above the knee, at a voltage of approximately 8 V. As the PA was designed as       

a test vehicle for a Manchester modulator, maximum supply voltage was set to 22 V, 

as previously stated. The PA was driven to its 1 dB compression point at peak 

envelope power (PEP). The ripple frequency of 41 MHz was chosen such that the 

ripple-induced sidebands remain within the system measurable frequency range 

around the carrier, but not too close to the PA’s third and fifth-order intermodulation 

side-bands. Although the switching frequency used in a real ET system would be 

significantly higher for a 10 MHz modulation signal, the non-linear behaviour induced 

by the 41 MHz ripple is considered sufficiently representative. The external ripple was 
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then combined with the drain bias voltage with a voltage amplitude increasing from        

0.44 V to 2.2 V. The ripple voltage amplitude is normalized to the maximum voltage 

which was 22 V. This results in a normalized ripple magnitude, �̂�𝑟 , ranging between 

0.02 and 0.1 as shown in  Figure 4.9. 

 

Figure 4.9 Definition of the voltage normalization where the ripple voltage amplitude 
is normalized 22 V 

The linearity performance of the PA is determined by measuring the in-band 

and the out-of-band distortion in terms of EVM and ACPR, respectively. Figure 4.10 

shows that the measured EVM without ripple is 5.7 % which increased to 9.6 % for      

a normalized ripple voltage �̂�𝑟  = 0.1. The ACPR also suffers from increased ripple, 

increasing from -33.1 dBc with no injected ripple to -26.5 dBc when the normalized 

ripple amplitude reaches 0.1. 
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Figure 4.10 Measured EVM and ACPR versus normalized ripple magnitude at a 
constant PEP and with no DPD 

 Figure 4.11 shows the measurements of the output spectra of the PA with and 

without added ripple and illustrates the degraded linearity through ACPR 

measurements. The main observation in this plot is the ripple induced sidebands. As 

expected, there are two additional side-lobes separated from the carrier by the ripple 

frequency of 41 MHz, which is consistent with (4.4) .This leads to two bands with              

a bandwidth of three times the modulation bandwidth each, separated from the 

carrier by the ripple frequency. In this experiment, the injected ripple was sinusoidal 

and thus contained only one frequency component. Depending on the modulator 

topology and filter employed, the ripple voltage may well have other shapes, e.g. 

triangular [10], which contain higher harmonic frequencies of the switching 

frequency, so additional side lobes at those higher harmonics should be expected to 

appear. 
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Figure 4.11 Measured power spectral density at the PA output with (normalised 
ripple magnitude of  𝑣r=0.1) and without added ripple 

4.5 Reducing the Impact of Switching Ripple 

The two most common ways of linearizing ET-PAs are DPD and the use of 

optimised shaping functions [1], [2]. In this section, the usefulness of those two 

approaches to reduce the ripple-induced non-linear behaviour is discussed.  

4.5.1 Applying Digital Pre-distortion Linearisation 

As digital pre-distortion (DPD) is already a present in most modern transmission 

systems, it could be argued that dealing with this new distortion along with the 

existing distortions generated through the ’normal’ non-linearities of a PA, is not a 

problem as most of the non-linearity can be reduced at the same time. In fact, 
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measurements show that applying a generalised memory polynomial (GMP) type of 

DPD, the in-band linearity can be recovered, albeit not to the non-ripple levels as 

shown in Figure 4.12.  

 

Figure 4.12 Measured PSD at the PA output for cases with and without a ripple and 
with and without DPD 

For a normalized ripple voltage 𝑣 ̂𝑟 = 0.1, the EVM is measured to drop from   

9.6 % to 3.7 % and the ACPR improves by 7.5 dB from -26.5 dBc to -34.1 dBc when 

DPD was applied, as shown in Table 4-2. The real limitation of this type of DPD, 

however, is its inability to correct the out-of-band distortion, with the ripple-induced 

side lobes remaining unchanged after DPD. In fact, applying DPD introduces 

additional spurious signals as it tries to correct this non-linearity. As in this case, and 

typically in practice, the ripple signal is not correlated with the envelope of the RF 

signal, the relative behaviour constantly changes and as a result, the impact this has 
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on the PA’s AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics cannot be easily predicted by the DPD. 

This non-coherence of signals also means that any attempt to pre-distort the 

‘memory-type’ effects that result will be unsuccessful, an observation extending from 

previous work [10].  

Table 4-2 Measured linearity at the PA output for cases with and without a ripple 
and with and without DPD 

�̂�r DPD EVM ACPRhigh ACPRlow 

0 No 5.7 % -33.1 dBc -30.8 dBc 

0 GMP 2.3 % -39.0 dBc -38.5 dBc 

0.1 No 9.6 % -26.5 dBc -25.8 dBc 

0.1 GMP 3.7 % -34.1 dBc -35.5dBc 

4.5.2 Modifying Shaping Function for optimum performance 

An alternative approach to recovering or at least improving PA linearity is by 

modifying the shaping functions used to generate the ET dynamic supply signal. As 

illustrated in Figure 4.2, the dynamic load line at Peak envelope power (PEP) is 

‘dropped’ into the knee region by the excursions of the ripple voltage. Theoretically, 

this knee region interaction can be prevented by simply adjusting the supply voltage 

to shift the area of interaction away from the knee voltage, shown as a black dotted 

line in Figure 4.13 , and moving the ripple voltage with it, as represented by the dark 

green trace, again in Figure 4.13. By doing so, in this case, the drain voltage will never 

reduce to the point where significant knee-interaction takes place. This shift in supply 
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voltage comes at the cost of average efficiency however, as the mean drain voltage is 

now increased. 

 

Figure 4.13 Diagram showing the minimum voltage required to maintain the PA 
load-line out of the knee region (black, dotted), the unmodified shaping function 
(dark red, the red area highlights the voltage range covered by the ripple) and a 

shifted shaping function  (dark green, the green area highlights the voltage range 
covered by the ripple) 

From measurements, the shift in supply voltage can be seen to significantly 

improve the raw in-band linearity and reducing the PAE, as expected. The EVM at 

𝑣𝑟=0.1 is 9.6 % before shifting the DC and reduces to 5.5 % when the envelope shifted 

by 3 V and the ACPR improves by 7.5 dB from -26.4 dBc to -33.9 dBc as listed in       

Table 4-3. For the same DC shift, the PAE drops from 35.3 % to 31.7 %. Even small 

levels of DC voltage shift lead to significant improvements in EVM and ACPR of 2.2 % 

and 3 dB respectively, when envelope shifted by only 1 V, revealing an opportunity of 

trading-off linearity and PAE. The magnitude of the ripple-induced sidebands, 
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however, is not reduced significantly, as displayed in  Figure 4.14 . Even a combination 

of voltage shift and DPD is not sufficient to recover the out-of-band non-linearities 

that are introduced by the mixing process. 

 

Table 4-3 Comparison of PA linearity for different levels of voltage shift 

�̂�r Voltage Shift EVM ACPRhigh ACPRlow PAE 

0.1 0 V 9.6 % -26.4 dBc -25.8 dBc 35.3 % 

0.1 1 V 7.4 % -29.5 dBc -28.5 dBc 34.1 % 

0.1 2 V 6.2 % -32.3 dBc -30.8 dBc 32.1 % 

0.1 3 V 5.5 % -33.9 dBc -32.6 dBc 31.7 % 

 

Figure 4.14 Measured PSD at the PA output for different levels of envelope voltage 
shift 
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4.6 Conclusions  

In this chapter, a measurement-based investigation of the effect of supply 

voltage ripple on the ET-PA is presented. Firstly, the theoretical effect of the ripple on 

the linearity of the ET-PA is discussed, and then measurement results were presented 

that confirm the theory and show that generally linearity degrades as the ripple 

amplitude increases. This measurement approach allows, for the first time, a realistic 

measurement-based evaluation of acceptable levels of switching noise / ripple 

voltage, from the perspective of a GaN power transistor based PA. Reshaping the 

drain bias voltage, by adapting the shaping function to reduce the interaction 

between dynamic load-line and the knee region, can be used to enhance the linearity 

performance, albeit at the cost of lower average efficiency. Importantly, it is shown 

that the usefulness of digital pre-distortion (DPD) linearization is limited to improving 

in-band distortion when significant non-coherent output ripple is present, due to the 

unpredictable and ‘memory-like’ nature of the interaction between the load line and 

knee region. These investigations can assist in ET system-level design, giving designers 

of supply modulators and ET-PAs guidance in terms of the amount of ripple that can 

be considered acceptable.  
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Chapter 5  

A Novel Modulated Rapid Load Pull System with 

Digital Pre-Distortion Capabilities 

5.1 Introduction & Motivation  

As discussed in the introduction to this thesis, current and future wireless 

communication systems, for instance, 5G, need to support increasingly high data 

rates. To facilitate this and improve spectral efficiency, complex modulation 

schemes must be used with associated high peak-to-average power ratios (PAPR). 

The amplification of these complex signals leads to significant challenges in terms of 

the linearity and efficiency requirements for emerging PAs.  It is therefore highly 

desirable to be able to characterise and optimise performance of the PA as quickly 

and as early as possible in the design process. Load pull, as presented in the 

literature review chapter, is a well-established technique regularly used early in the 

PA design process to characterise the performance of a device at fundamental and 

higher harmonic frequencies, usually in terms of output power, efficiency, gain and, 

when using modulated signals, linearity. In the active load pull approach, the 

emulated impedance environment is generally insensitive to drive level and bias 

conditions, a property that can significantly speed up device measurements [1], [2]. 

Digital pre-distortion (DPD) is currently the most common industrial 
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approach to linearity correction for PAs. As well as correcting for nonlinearities, DPD 

allows the PA to operate further into compression, maximizing output power and in 

turn improving PA efficiency. As the performance of digital signal processing 

hardware increases, it has become possible to apply increasingly complex correction 

algorithms to further improve both static and dynamic nonlinearity. Over recent 

years, many DPD algorithms have been proposed, the most common of which 

include the Volterra series model [3], memory polynomial (MP) and generalised 

memory polynomials (GMP) [4]. Although there have been several publications that 

have documented the use of load pull with DPD using modulated excitation signals 

[5], [6] these two measurements were not performed simultaneously. 

This chapter presents, for the first time, a combination of an active, 

modulated, impedance emulation system, the Mesuro RAPID system, and DPD, in 

one integrated measurement system.  Such a measurement setup enables the PA 

designer to characterise devices within emulated PA modes and architectures, 

under realistic modulated signal conditions and investigate how well they respond 

to linearisation with standard DPD techniques. This chapter starts by describing the 

modulated RAPID load-pull (RLP) system along with the DPD techniques used in this 

chapter, and then demonstrates the accuracy of the calibrated system. After this, 

the dynamic range of the system is investigated and shifted to high power to enable 

the measurement for high power device. The system functionality is then 

demonstrated through the characterisation of a Wolfspeed 10W GaN HEMT device 
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in terms of its output power and ACPR contours, before and after DPD. Finally, 

conclusions are given. 

5.2 Integrated System Configuration 

The measurement system demonstrated in this chapter can be split into two distinct 

parts; firstly, the RLP and secondly the simultaneous application of DPD. With 

reference to Figure 5.1, the RLP system consists of an RF test set for coupling the 

incident and reflected traveling waves present at a device under test (DUT), a ‘Digital 

Tuner’ to provide the necessary up- and down-conversion functionality and a digital 

front-end comprising high-speed ADCs and DACs, and FPGA and a transceiver 

element.  

5.2.1 RF Test Set  

The RF test set comprises three 20 dB directional couplers and switch. Two 

of the 20 dB directional couplers are used to access the travelling waves                

(𝑎1, 𝑏1, 𝑏2 and 𝑎2) and one is used to provide the system with a reference signal. 

The switch is used to control direction of signal flow through the test set between 

P1 and P2 for calibration purposes. 

5.2.2 Digital Tuner 

The Digital Tuner houses the I & Q demodulators, which are used for down-

conversion of travelling waves (𝑎1, 𝑏1, 𝑏2 and 𝑎2) ready for the FPGA, as well as   
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a high-speed modulator to take the FPGA synthesised I & Q data and generate the 

required modulated load-pull signal. As the FPGA within the measurement and 

digital synthesis block is designed to deal with only low frequency and low power 

signals, the signal 𝑏2, that will usually describe the high-power forward travelling 

power wave generated by a PA, needs to be attenuated before being down-

converted using an I & Q demodulator block. 

The FPGA then takes the demodulated I & Q data representing 𝑏2, which fully 

represents the modulated RF signal at the output of the DUT, and modifies these to 

generate the required broad-band reflection coefficient by producing new modified I 

& Q data ready for up-conversion. The ‘active load-pull loop’ is then completed by 

amplifying the upconverted signal using an linear injection amplifier, before 

presentation to the DUT. Importantly, the up- and down-conversion process shares 

a common local oscillator (LO), which relaxes the requirement for the drive signal 

of the device and the active loop to be phase locked. This also means that there 

is no drift in phase over time between the two signals – a problem inherent in 

open-loop architectures. The bandwidths associated with the components within 

the Digital Tuner provides an ability to present constant and specific load 

impedances over a potentially very wide bandwidth. 

The FPGA both enhances speed and applies further signal conditioning to 

apply the principles of envelope load-pull, as outlined in [7]. The high-speed 

ADC/DAC and FPGA are both commercially available PXI chassis-based 
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components available from National Instruments (NI). Additional external 

hardware components are added in the form of an injection loop amplifier to 

provide highly linear amplification of the injected signal needed to load-pull the 

active device.  A circulator is added at the output and used as an injection point 

for the load pull signal, whilst safely terminating the amplifier’s output as shown 

in Figure 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1 Simple representation of the integrated measurement system with RLP 
with DPD 

The system hardware is implemented within an NI PXI Vector Signal Transceiver 

(VST). This VST is able to support up to 1GHz signal bandwidth and up to a maximum 

operating frequency of 6GHz. The proprietary DPD algorithm is implemented in a NI 

provided software package called RFIC [8]. To provide the required feedback signal 

for the DPD, an additional 20 dB coupler is inserted prior to the circulator. As both 
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systems utilise PXI chassis-based components, it is very convenient to package all of 

the NI based hardware within a single chassis leading to a compact, easily 

synchronized, yet very powerful and flexible measurement setup. The integrated 

system is outlined in Figure 5.2. All of the RLP and DPD software is controlled using 

the in-chassis controller. The fast PCI based backplane provides the ability to stream 

and process data to and from both the RLP and DPD systems, providing real-time 

analysis. An example is the real-time display of useful analytical data in the form of 

AM-AM, AM-PM and useful DPD signal metrics such as peak expansion. 

 

Figure 5.2 Measurement system configuration for RLP and DPD 
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5.3 System Calibration and Validation 

Generally, the objective of load pull characterisation of active devices is to 

obtain a range of measurements that describe the device performance under specific 

realistic or imposed impedance conditions. However, errors due to imperfect system 

components, such as inherent directivity, mismatch, and cross-coupling, cause 

uncertainty in the measurement, which, in this case, can lead to incorrectly measured 

optimum impedances and RF power at the calibrated reference planes. It is, 

therefore, essential to correctly calibrate the load pull system to be able to both 

accurately set and measure the synthesized reflection coefficient and hence 

accurately measure key parameters, such as output power and ACPR. As stated 

earlier, the system is separated into two parts, RLP, and DPD, which will now be 

discussed in more detail in terms of how they are calibrated.  For the RLP, the system 

is calibrated in four stages; firstly, vector calibration of the complete system, secondly 

absolute power calibration, followed by the third step, in which the imperfections 

associated with the load pull injection hardware have to be corrected for quadrature 

error by nulling the local oscillator (LO) and its image. The final step involves a load 

pull loop calibration that is conducted with a signal that covers the full load pull 

bandwidth. 
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5.3.1 Vector Calibration  

A standard two-port TRL calibration is performed at the DUT reference planes 

to measure the device reflection coefficients using a TRL calibration kit that consists 

of distinct thru-reflect- and line-standards milling on Rogers laminate. To cover the 

entire 1-12 GHz frequency range, two-line elements were employed. After that, an 

absolute power calibration is conducted by connecting a power meter to port1 of the 

DUT.  

5.3.2 Loop Gain Calibration 

 The loop calibration is determined using a linear error flow model to represent 

the load pull part of the system, which is shown in Figure 5.3 Here, the system 

impedance, Γ0, is defined at zero gain, Γ𝐹 is the feedback term and represents the 

limited isolation of the loop, the transfer function of the down-converter and              

up-converter are 𝑇𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 and 𝑇𝑈𝑃, respectively. The required load reflection coefficient 

is Γ𝑆𝑒𝑡, and based on this simple error model as defined in detail in [9] and shown in 

(5.1). 

𝑎2

𝑏2
=

Γ𝑆𝑒𝑡. 𝑇𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 ∙ 𝑇𝑈𝑝

1 − Γ𝐹(Γ𝑆𝑒𝑡. 𝑇𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 ∙ 𝑇𝑈𝑝)
+ Γ0 (5.1) 

Due to the imperfections of the system, the measured load ΓMeas is related to Γ𝑆𝑒𝑡 

through equation (5.2). 
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ΓMeas  = (
Γ𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 . 𝐺

1 − Γ𝐹(𝛤𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟. G)
) + Γ0 (5.2) 

Where  

𝐺 = 𝑇𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 ∙ 𝑇𝑈𝑝 (5.3) 

 

Figure 5.3  Block diagram of ELP displaying the identified sources of errors in the loop 
components 

Rearrange equation (5.2) will yield the following equation 

ΓMeas = Γ0 + ΓMeasΓCorr(ΓF𝐺)

+ ΓCorr(𝐺(1 − Γ0ΓF)) 
(5.4) 

ΓMeas = 𝐴 + B(ΓMeasΓCorr) + 𝐶(ΓCorr) (5.5) 

Where  

𝐴 = Γ0 (5.6) 
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𝐵 = ΓF𝐺 (5.7) 

𝐶 = 𝐺(1 − Γ0ΓF). (5.8) 

From equations (5.5) three independent measurement variables are required to fully 

characterise the loop.  

To validate the loop calibration, an extensive verification across the Smith 

Chart is conducted on a thru, with the example results shown in Figure 5.4. These 

results show excellent accuracy to better than -40 dB (1%). 

 

Figure 5.4 Accuracy of the loop calibration 
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5.4 Investigating & Extending Dynamic Range: 

Investigating the capabilities of any system is an important step in order to 

ensure its efficient use. Thus, the dynamic range of the RLP system needed to be 

characterised. However, before starting, the power handling capabilities of the 

system needed to be considered and fully understood. Based on the system 

specification and with reference to Figure 5.6, there are two power handling 

considerations for the RF Test Set to consider; firstly during vector calibrations at the 

calibration input (Cal In) port with the system configured such that the loop link cables 

connect RF Out to RF in P1, and Cal Out P2 to RF In P2. In this configuration,                         

a calibration signal is routed through the test set, and the maximum power is limited 

to 1W by the central calibration switch. Once these links are removed following 

calibration however, the power handling of the test set increases to 50 W CW. Also, 

importantly, the maximum linear input power that can be delivered to the Digital 

Tuner is -10 dBm, so the input powers present at this part of the system need to be 

considered carefully, with suitable attenuation used. 

The dynamic range of the system was characterised by sweeping the input 

power after calibrating the system, from -40 dBm to 15 dBm using a THRU, at the 

expected optimum impedance of Γ𝐿=0.43∠162. The system successfully presents           

a near constant emulated load across a 40 dB dynamic range, from -25 dBm to              

15 dBm as depicted in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5  Power sweep over a dynamic range of 40 dBm, while the optimum 

impedance of (Γ𝐿=0.43∠162°) is kept constant 

Now that the dynamic range of the system had been established, for higher 

power measurements, it needed to be shifted to enable the measurement of, for 

example a 10 W GaN HEMT device. Based on the maximum input power for the Digital 

Tuner, which is -10 dBm and RF test set loss which is -20 dBm (coupling factor and 

associated loss), a 30dB attenuation is required to shift the dynamic range of the 

system to accommodate a maximum port-2 power of 40 dBm. Thus, the normalised 

travelling wave amplitudes (𝑎1, 𝑏1, 𝑏2 and 𝑎2)  were attenuated by 30 dB as shown 

in Figure 5.6. 

Importantly, in the new configuration, the injection amplifier used needed to 

be driven backed off by at least at 10 dB, in order to operate in a sufficiently linear 

domain. This requires an injection amplifier with 50 dB of gain and 50 dBm output 

power. Then, the dynamic range of this attenuated configuration of the system was 

remeasured with a 60 dB power sweep (from-20dBm to 40 dBm) which again, was 
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conducted at the expected optimum impedance of Γ𝐿=0.43∠162. As shown in      

Figure 5.7 the magnitude and phase of the load impedance were close to constant 

over the entire 50 dB power range. 

 

Figure 5.6 The attenuation configuration for RF Test Set to shift the dynamic range of 
the system to accommodate a 40dBm device. 

 

Figure 5.7 Power sweep over a dynamic range of 50dBm, while the optimum 
impedance of (Γ𝐿=0.43∠162°) is kept constant 
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5.5 Load Pull Measurement 

5.5.1  Measured Device in Fixture 

The device which was used in this measurement is a 10 W GaN HEMT device 

from Wolfspeed/CREE [10] mounted within a simple microstrip test fixture. The 

device was stabilized using a parallel RC arrangement at the gate as shown in the 

lower part of the fixture, in Figure 5.8. Firstly, the stabilization circuit was designed 

using 10 W GaN HEMT full nonlinear model in the Keysight Advanced Design System 

(ADS) tool, biased with the quiescent drain current of IDQ=100 mA (class AB) and the 

quiescent drain voltage VDQ=28 V. The values of the stabilization capacitor and the 

resistors are R=100 Ω and C=2 pF.  

 

Figure 5.8 A 10W GaN HEMT device on test fixture with series in-line stability circuit 
in place 
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5.5.2 Baseband impedance control 

In order to properly characterise the linearity of an active device, it is not 

enough to simply perform source and load pull at the fundamental and harmonic 

frequencies. In fact, the linearity performance of a transistor depends strongly on the 

impedance that the transistor sees at the baseband frequencies. For this reason, any 

transistor-level linearity characterisation must be carried out with either the bias 

circuit that will be used in the final application or otherwise baseband impedance 

control is required [11], [12]. The baseband impedance can be terminated to a short 

circuit either with a passive method [11] or using an active approach [13], [14]. 

Therefore, additional hardware was added to allow both biasing of the gate and drain 

of the device, as well as to providing a means for baseband (< 30 MHz) impedance 

control using a variety of capacitors as shown in Figure 5.9. 

 

Figure 5.9 Baseband impedance control circuit 
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After adding the baseband termination, the baseband impedance presented to 

the device was measured using a calibrated VNA over a 30 MHz bandwidth as shown 

in  Figure 5.10. It is clear that the baseband impedance trajectory was far away from 

the edge of the Smith chart before inserting the baseband short-circuit. However, the 

baseband impedance moves to the edge of the Smith chart, much closer to a short 

circuit when the bypass capacitors circuit was inserted. This reduced baseband 

impedance is important as it will reduce electrical memory effect related non-

linearity. 

 

Figure 5.10 The baseband impedance before and after applying shorting capacitors, 
over 30 MHz 

Afterward, the 10 W GaN HEMT device was excited with a 10 MHz LTE input 

signal such that the output peak envelope power (PEP) achieved P1dB compression. 

while the out-band distortion (ACPR) and the in-band distortion (EVM) were 
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measured using the system, before and after adding the baseband impedance 

termination. Figure 5.11 clearly shows the significant improvement in both ACPR and 

EVM of the device when baseband impedance is terminated into a short circuit. An 

enhancement of 10 dB in the ACPR and 7 % in the EVM can be noticed at a peak 

output power of 40 dBm. Also, Figure 5.12 shows big improvement in output spectral 

when baseband impedance is shorted.  

 

Figure 5.11 The EVM and the ACPR performance before and after baseband shorted 
for 10MHz LTE signal 
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Figure 5.12 A 10 MHz LTE signal power spectral density before and after baseband 
impedance shorted 

5.5.4 CW Load Pull Verification Measurement 

To verify the system, a CW load pull measurement was carried out on a 10 W 

GaN HEMT device mounted in the test fixture shown in Figure 5.8. The device was 

biased in deep class AB where the quiescent drain current is IDQ=100 mA and the 

quiescent drain voltage is VDQ=28 V, and excited at a centre frequency of                   

𝑓𝑜 = 2 GHz.The fundamental impedance was swept on a circular grid defined by 38 

impedance points around the expected optimum impedance for output power, 

while the device was driven to 1 dB compression. The output power and PAE 

contours are shown in Figure 5.13. The optimum impedance for the output power 

of 40.22 dBm is identified at 16.35+j8.63 Ω, and the optimum impedance for 

maximum PAE of 63% is at 13.65+12.49 Ω.  
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Figure 5.13 Output power (orange contours), PAE (blue contours) load pull contours 
for 10 W GaN HEMT device with CW signal 

5.5.5 Modulated Signal Load Pull Verification 

A 10 MHz LTE signal with a PAPR of 6.8dB at a centre frequency of 𝑓𝑜 = 2 GHz 

was used to perform modulated load pull measurements on a circle grid of                      

38 impedance points around the expected fundamental optimal impedance for 

output power.  As for previous cases measurement case, the device was driven until 

the peak envelope power (PEP) equalled P1dB. The output power and ACPR results of 

the modulated load pull measurements are shown in Figure 5.14. The output power 

contours appear in the expected location for the device used, and are in good 

agreement with the CW measurement, in the upper part of the Smith chart, while the 
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optimum impedance for ACPR is in the lower half of the Smith chart in this case 

without DPD. The ACPR at the output optimum impedance (16.35+j8.63 Ω) is -37 dBc 

and the average output power is 34 dBm. 

 
Figure 5.14 ACPR (blue contours) and output power (Orange contours) load pull 
contours for 10 W GaN HEMT device with a 10 MHz LTE (PAPR = 6.8 dB) source 

without DPD 

5.5.6 Modulated Signal Load Pull with DPD 

A generalised memory polynomial (GMP) digital pre-distortion model with an 

order of 3 and memory depth of 5 was used to Linearise the output signal, alongside 

modulated load pull with A 10 MHz LTE signal used as excitation, as described in the 

previous section. The output power and ACPR contours are measured as illustrated in 
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Figure 5.15.  

 

Figure 5.15 ACPR (blue contours) and average output power (Orange contours) load 
pull contours for 10 W GaN HEMT device with a 10 MHz LTE (PAPR = 6.8 dB) source 

with GMP DPD 

The ACPR improves from -37 dBc to -50 dBc when GMP is applied at the 

optimum impedance. Interestingly, the optimum impedance for ACPR moved to the 

upper part of Smith Chart and aligns exactly with optimum output power impedance. 

From a measurement perspective, this result implies that RFPA designer can design 

for optimum output power impedance without worrying about the existance of             

a separate linearity optimum. This because the DPD will compensate for the 

degradation of the ACPR. 
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5.7 Chapter Summary 

This chapter presents a novel combination of a modulated active load-pull 

system with a separate measurement system providing DPD. Experimental results 

verify the ability of the system to accurately maintain a load over both wide dynamic 

range and modulation bandwidth and show that both load-pull and DPD can be 

applied simultaneously. The measurements of a 10 W GaN HEMT device have 

highlighted a large difference in ACPR contours with and without DPD and show that 

while non-pre-distorted ACPR and output power contours have very different 

optimum impedances, the contours closely align once DPD is applied. This suggests 

that the impedance for maximum output power is a more interesting impedance to 

target when designing power amplifiers which will be operated with DPD. The result 

also presents the interesting idea of using such a system to rapidly identify, for 

example, the maximum linearisable output power for other emulated amplifier 

modes.  The measurements demonstrate that this system combination can be used 

as a valuable tool in PA design to fully characterise the device under realistic 

modulated and impedance conditions, as a way of exploring design space when 

simultaneously linearising the device with DPD techniques. 
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Chapter 6  

A Novel Modulated Rapid Load Pull System for 

the Full Emulation of Envelope Tracking Power 

Amplifiers 

6.1 Introduction  and Motivation  

The previous chapter stated the need to characterise and optimise the 

performance of the PA as early as possible in the design cycle. To support this, load-

pull is a robust approach commonly utilised at the beginning of the PA design phase 

to characterise device performance under different load conditions, at fundamental 

and harmonic frequencies, typically in terms of output power, efficiency, gain and 

linearity. Unlike active open-loop systems, the active modulated load pull technique 

used in this work is insensitive to drive level and bias condition, and the device 

characterisation process can be substantially accelerated as a result. The last 

chapter concluded by presenting a novel system that combines a modulated active 

load pull system with a separate measurement system providing  digital pre 

distortion (DPD) which was the first step to realise a measurement that can fully 

emulate envelope tracking power amplifier (ET-PA) in conjunction with DPD. 

This chapter realises, for the first time, the integration of a full ET 

characterisation bench and Mesuro RAPID modulated load pull system, within a single 
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combined measurement system. This enhanced characterisation system allows PA 

designers to quickly characterise for example devices within emulated RFPA modes 

and architectures, with realistic modulated signal conditions, while investigating their 

response to ET in conjunction with DPD linearisation techniques. The outline of this 

chapter is as follows: Firstly, the modulated RAPID load pull (RLP) system coupled to 

the ET characterisation system is described, followed by measurements to show 

power-added efficiency (PAE) contours at both fixed and modulated supply voltages, 

for a CGH40010F Wolfspeed 10 W GaN HEMT device.  The functionality of system is 

then shown using the measurement of the same device in an ET environment using 

three different look-up table (LUT) -based shaping functions, in terms of efficiency, 

linearity and output power. Finally, DPD is applied to investigate how well 

nonlinearity can be corrected, especially for shaping functions used to target high 

efficiency.   

6.2  Measurement System Configuration  

The characterisation system presented in this chapter is partitioned into two 

separate parts, including the RLP and the NI ET measurement system.  The RLP 

system as described in previous chapter comprises an RF test set to couple the 

incident and reflected traveling signals, a digital tuner which is used to up- and 

down-convert signals and a digital front-end comprising high speed ADCs and 

DACs. An FPGA module is used to control all components, to provide speed and 

flexibility and to implement the concept of ‘envelope’ load pull, as presented in 
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[6]. Externally, a highly linear injection loop amplifier is added to deliver the 

synthesised signal required to actively load pull the device to the required 

reflection coefficients. At the output of the loop amplifier, a circulator is inserted 

and used as an injection point for the load pull signal, while safely terminating the 

amplifier’s output into a dissipative load. 

For signal generation and measurement, the National Instrument PXIe 

chassis, which was describe in detail in chapter 3, is equipped with a Vector Signal 

Transceiver (VST) that can operate up to 6 GHz with 1 GHz instantaneous 

bandwidth. This instrument comprises a vector signal generator (VSG) and                 

a vector signal analyser (VSA). In addition, a dual‐channel arbitrary wave 

generator (AWG) with a bandwidth of 400 MHz, is used to synthesise the 

envelope tracking signal. A two-channel PXIe-based oscilloscope is used to 

monitor the drain voltage and current (via a current probe) and measures the 

instantaneous efficiency. All modules are synchronized via an internally 

generated 10 MHz reference clock. Additionally, an external 20 dB coupler was 

inserted before the circulator to provide the required feedback signal for the ET 

system. 

 As both ET characterisation and load-pull systems use PXI chassis-based 

modules, it is possible to combine all the PXI-based hardware in one PXI chassis, 

resulting in a compact, yet very robust and flexible measurement system [7]. The 

chassis controller hosts both the ET and RLP software, as shown in Figure 6.1 and  
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Figure 6.2. The fast PCI based backplane gives the capability for streaming and 

processing data to and from the ET and RLP systems to support real-time analysis. 

 

Figure 6.1 Schematic of the measurement system 

 

Figure 6.2 Measurement system configuration 
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6.2  System Calibration  

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the purpose of load pull 

characterisation is to acquire measurement data for an active device that defines 

the performance of the device in a realistic or imposed impedance environment. 

Conversely, errors caused by imperfect system elements, for instance, mismatch, 

cross-coupling and inherent directivity cause measurement uncertainty and 

incorrect measurement for optimum impedances and RF power at the calibrated 

reference planes. It is important therefore to precisely calibrate the system, to 

allow both the accurate setting of the synthesized reflection coefficient, as well 

as the robust measurement of key parameters, such as output power, efficiency, 

and linearity. Thus, four calibration steps were followed to calibrate the system 

sequentially: firstly, vector calibration of the whole system, secondly, absolute 

power calibration. Afterwards, the quadrature error which is caused by 

imperfections in the load pull injection hardware should be fixed through nulling 

the local oscillator (LO) and its image. Finally, a load pull-loop calibration step is 

performed with a modulated signal which covers the full load-pull modulated 

bandwidth, as discussed in [6] and [7]. 

6.3  Emulation Measurement 

To demonstrate the capability of the system under ET and modulated load 

pull conditions, the measurements were carried out on the CGH40010F GaN 
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device mounted within a simple microstrip test fixture, which demonstrate the 

capability of the system under ET and modulated load pull conditions. A parallel 

RC arrangement was used to stabilize the device at its input. The device was 

biased in class-AB at a quiescent drain current of IDQ = 100 mA. 

Firstly, a modulated load pull measurement was conducted at a drain 

voltage of Vdd = 28 V using a 10 MHz LTE signal with a PAPR of 6.8 dB at a centre 

frequency of 2 GHz and at 1 dB of compression, with the aim of finding  the output 

power’s optimum impedance (Z = 16+j11 Ω). Then the device was biased 

dynamically with the linear supply modulator using two commercial operational 

amplifiers i.e. THS3001 and ADA 4870 as presented in chapter 4. The envelope of 

the input signal, i.e. the 10 MHz LTE modulated signal, was extracted from the I 

& Q data in the NI system and shaped with the de-troughing shaping function 

(6.1) [8] to produce the desired envelope tracking drain supply voltage: 

𝑓(𝑉) = 1 − (1 − 𝑑)cos (𝑉 ∙ 𝜋
2⁄ ) (6.1) 

𝑑 =
𝑉𝑑𝑑(𝑚𝑖𝑛)

𝑉𝑑𝑑(𝑚𝑎𝑥)
⁄  (6.2) 

Where f(V) is the modulated drain supply voltage, V is the normalized magnitude of 

the envelope of the input signal, Vdd(min) and Vdd(max) are the minimum and the 

maximum values for the drain supply voltage, respectively. The minimum voltage for 

the envelope was set to 10 V, the maximum voltage to 28 V. The modulated drain 

voltage was time-aligned with the RF signal using the built-in delay optimiser and 
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verified using the two-channel oscilloscope. The drain current was detected using a 

high-speed current probe [Tektronix TCP312A] while the drain voltage was detected 

using a high impedance voltage divider which composed of external resistance of      

1k Ω and internal 50 Ω resistance of the oscilloscope which produces a ratio of 1 21⁄ , 

as shown in  Figure 6.3. 

 

Figure 6.3 Drain current and voltage measurement set up 

The PAE contours, as shown in  Figure 6.4, are plotted for two cases; 28 V fixed 

supply and then for applied ET. The contours show the potential enhancement in 

average PAE when ET is used instead of traditional fixed bias for a 10 MHz LTE signal. 

At Zopt = 16+j11 Ω, the optimum impedance for Pout at 28 V, ET improves the average 

PAE by around 12 percentage points from 29 % under fixed bias to 41 % with ET. In 

the highly efficient region of the Smith chart, the average PAE was enhanced by             

24 percentage points from 26 % with fixed bias to 50 % under ET at Z = 8+j12 Ω. The 

efficiency of the linear modulator is not included in the average PAE as the modulator 

is, in this case, part of the measurement system itself, and is not designed or intended 
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to offer high efficiency operation. 

 

Figure 6.4 Average PAE for 28 V Fixed Bias (blue solid contours) and for ET (green 
dotted contours) 

6.4 Shaping Function Trajectories 

The device was characterised statically with power sweeps for different drain 

voltages from 10 V to 28 V in 0.5 V steps at an optimum impedance for Pout, while 

the gain was  measured and shown in Figure 6.5. This measurement clearly shows        

a gain variation with applied drain supply voltage, a behaviour prevalent in many GaN 

HEMTs as shown in [10].  Three different tracking trajectories or shaping functions 

were designed that demonstrate the usefulness of the integrated system as 
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demonstrated in [11]. These trajectories are i) Iso-Gain to achieve flat gain, and thus 

good AM-AM linearity [12], ii) Opti-PAE which tracks the highest efficiency and iii)        

a trajectory termed Trade-off, that aims to achieve a good compromise between 

linearity as shown in Figure 6.5 and efficiency as shown in Figure 6.6.This Trade-off 

function could be modified based on the design requirements. 

 

Figure 6.5 CW gain measurement at Zopt for static drain voltage from 10 V to 28V in 
0.5 V steps shown as grey lines, with the three different trajectories and the static DC  

The gain achieved for the three LUT shaping functions under ET emulation at 

optimum output impedance for the 10 W GaN device using 10 MHz LTE signal is 

shown in Figure 6.7. The efficiency and linearity of the three shaping functions was 

evaluated using 10 MHz LTE, 6.8 dB PAPR at fc = 2 GHz. The peak output power was 

maintained the same for the three cases. The spreading at lower input powers is 

almost completely down to the envelope delay between input and output modulation 

envelopes [13].Importantly, there is a good agreement between the extracted CW 
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trajectories shown in Figure 6.5 and the gain behaviour presented in Figure 6.7. 

 

Figure 6.6 CW PAE measurement at Zopt for static drain voltage from 10 V to 28V in 
0.5 V steps shown as grey lines, with the three different trajectories and the static DC  

 

Figure 6.7 Measured dynamic signal gain for the three trajectories investigated, as 
well as the static DC case 
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Table 6–1 shows a comparison between the three trajectories in terms of 

average PAE and linearity including in-band distortion (EVM) and out-band distortion 

(ACPR), where it is clear that there is an enhancement in PAE for all three trajectories 

compared to the 28 V fixed bias case. However, the Iso-Gain shaping function 

achieves only an average PAE of 40.9% which is 7 percentage points lower than the 

Trade-off shaping function and 10 percentage points lower than that of the Opti-PAE 

function. In terms of linearity, Iso-Gain achieves good performance with a measured 

EVM of 2.9% and an ACPR of -36.6 dBc. Trade-off and Opti-PAE cases are worse, with 

an EVM of 11.3% and 14.0% and measured ACPR of -27.0 dBc and -24.1dBc 

respectively. 

Table 6-1 Comparison of ET measurement at Zopt using different trajectories with a 
fixed drain supply of 28 V. 

Biasing  

Method 

Pout,peak 

(dBm) 

PAEaveg* 

(%) 

EVM 

(%) 

EVM+DPD 

(%) 

ACPR 

(dBc) 

ACPR+DPD 

(dBc) 

28 V Fixed 41.1 29.0 2.3 0.65 -35.5 -52.6 

Iso-Gain 41.1 40.9 2.9 0.75 -36.6 -54.2 

Tradeoff 41.1 47.9 11.3 2.2 -26.9 -41.1 

Opti-PAE 41.2 50.1 14.0 5.9 -24.2 -30.87 

*The efficiency of the linear modulator is not included in the PAEaveg 
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6.5 Applying Digital Predistortion 

To demonstrate the novel capabilities of the system, fundamental load pull, 

dynamic tracking and a generalised memory polynomial (GMP) DPD with order of 3 

and memory depth of 5 were simultaneously used to explore trade-offs and optimise 

the efficiency, power, and linearity of the emulated power amplifier under test. The 

power spectral density for the three trajectories before and after applying DPD is 

displayed in Figure 6.8. Without DPD, the Iso-Gain trajectory clearly achieves the best 

linearity with ACPR of -36.6 dBc. 

 

Figure 6.8 Measured power spectral density of the output signal before and after 
applying DPD for the three different shaping functions 

The linearity for both Opti-PAE and Trade-off is degraded however to -24.2 dBc 

and -26.9 dBc respectively. After applying DPD, the ACPR for both Iso-Gain and Trade-

off trajectories reduce to -54.2 dBc and -41.1 dBc respectively. However, the DPD 
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algorithm used struggles to Linearise the nonlinearity introduced by the Opti-PAE 

with only -30.8 dBc ACPR achievable. 

6.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter presents the novel integration of broadband modulated rapid load 

pull, ET characterisation and DPD into a single, combined system where all elements 

operate simultaneously. Experimental results show a good agreement between 

predictive CW static measurements, and that that achieved when using ET, and 

confirm the capability of the system to precisely apply both load pull and ET 

simultaneously. The measurements of a 10 W GaN HEMT device further demonstrate 

the advantages of the system, showing that with DPD, it is possible to use a less linear 

shaping function and still get good efficiency and good linearity. Even though the Iso-

Gain trajectory provides lower efficiency, it achieves good linearity performance 

without DPD, so a good option if DPD is not available. The result also presents the 

interesting idea of using such a system to rapidly optimise an ET-PA, for example, 

using different shaping functions for other emulated PA types. The measurements 

show that this emulation system can be utilised in ET-PA design to completely 

characterise the device in realistic modulated and impedance conditions, as a way of 

investigating design space for ET. 
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Chapter 7  

Conclusions and Future Work  

7.1 Conclusions 

The four objectives of this Ph.D. thesis have been successfully achieved. In 

particular, several measurement and characterisation techniques for ET-PA have been 

presented, including the realisation of a measurement system for ET-PA 

characterisation and the introduction of a novel system that integrates modulated 

active load pull and ET measurement with digital pre-distortion (DPD) capabilities into 

a single system. This research has also used this realised ET measurement system to 

study the effect of voltage ripple produced by the supply modulator on the linearity 

of ET-PA. The key contribution of each chapter is summarised below: 

The first contribution of this thesis is the realisation of a measurement 

system for ET-PA, as presented in Chapter 3. The essential requirements for the ET 

measurement system were reviewed at the beginning of this chapter. Then, the 

measurement set-up, including the NI PXI chassis which is used for signal generation 

and measurement, the linear amplifier, the RFPA and a sensor circuit to measure the 

instantaneous drain current and voltage, was outlined. A 10 MHz LTE signal was used 

to characterise the ET measurement system while all the crucial requirements for the 

ET system were validated. The time alignment between the RF signal and the tracking 

signal was characterised, which shows the system has the ability to align the two 

signals. The instantaneous drain efficiency (DE) measurement showed that the 
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essential features of ET were realised and agree with the predictive static 

measurements. In addition, it was shown that the DE was maintained at around 50% 

over a 4.9 dB OBO – a clear indication that ET was working as expected. The 

degradation in the AM-AM and AM-PM distortions of the RFPA were compensated 

for by applying DPD, which proves that the capabilities of the available DPD algorithms 

are acceptable for the work planned. 

In Chapter 4, the interaction between RFPA and supply modulator in the 

presence of output ripple was studied, which is the second major novel 

contribution. The theoretical effect of the output ripple on the linearity of the ET-PA 

was presented and verified with measurements that show degradation in the linearity 

as the ripple amplitude increases. The knee region interaction can be reduced by 

reshaping the drain bias voltage tracking signal, which recovers the linearity 

performance, although at a predictable cost to the efficiency. The DPD linearisation 

performance is limited when a significant non-coherent output ripple is present, 

which is because of the unpredictable nature of the interaction between the load line 

and knee region. These types of investigations can allow ET-PA and supply modulator 

designers to gain an insight into the amount of ripple that is tolerable, while still being 

able to realise linearity, linearisability and efficiency targets. 

In Chapter 5, the third contribution of this thesis has successfully been 

achieved by presenting a novel system that is able to load-pull the device and apply 

DPD simultaneously. The measurements validate the ability of the system to precisely 

maintain load impedance over both a wide dynamic range and modulation 

bandwidth. The raw measured ACPR and output power contours of a 10 W GaN HEMT 
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device have indicated very different optimum impedances without DPD. However, 

after applying DPD, the contours of ACPR move to align with the output power 

contours. Thus, targeting the impedance for maximum output power is better when 

designing RFPAs if DPD is available. Such a system allows RFPA designers to fully 

characterise the device under realistic modulated and impedance conditions. 

The fourth novel contribution of this thesis has been successfully realised in 

Chapter 6 by realising a novel measurement system that can fully emulate ET. The 

good agreement between predictive CW static measurements and ET measurements 

validates the ability of the system to accurately apply both load-pull and ET at the 

same time. The capabilities of the system were shown by investigating the linearity 

and efficiency performance of three distinct shaping functions, with and without DPD. 

The measurement setup enables ET-PA designers to rapidly optimise an ET-PA, for 

instance, by utilising different shaping functions for other emulated PA types.  

7.2 Future Work 

Even though the research presented in this thesis has demonstrated various 

new measurement techniques for ET characterisation, there are numerous 

prospective research areas that can be further explored. 

100 MHz Supply Modulator with Integrated Current Sensor: 

A wideband supply modulator is needed for ET characterisation, as a reference 

supply modulator to support 5G systems and beyond bandwidth requirements. Thus, 

the bandwidth of the current supply modulator should be extended to at least 100 

MHz. Also, designing a wide bandwidth current sensor to measure the instantaneous 
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drain current should be considered and integrated with the supply modulator to 

reduce any parasitic effects, which might impact the generation of the tracking signal 

and degrade the efficiency measurement. 

Baseband Impedance termination: 

In Chapter 5, it was mentioned that the linearity performance of a transistor 

strongly depends on the impedance that the transistor sees at the baseband 

frequencies. Therefore, the baseband impedance was terminated to a short using a 

variety of capacitors. However, the baseband terminated could be completely 

synthesised by implementing specific shaping functions that act to completely 

terminate the baseband impedance.  

 Second & Third Harmonics Load Pull: 

In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, the measurement systems presented cover only the 

fundamental load pull frequencies. However, in order to fully investigate the potential 

of the new measurement architecture, the other harmonics including the 2nd and 3rd 

harmonic, which are significant to characterising a highly efficient PA mode, should 

be added. Thus, it would be possible to extend the load pull measurement to cover 

the 2nd and 3rd harmonics’ load pull, and as a result explore for example, how 

continuous mode PA architectures within an ET environment respond to 

simultaneous ET linearising shaping functions and DPD. 
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Advanced DPD Implementation: 

As the ET measurement system uses only standard DPD algorithms, advanced 

and more sophisticated DPD algorithms could be implemented to fix the high degree 

of nonlinearity of the RFPA. The new DPD algorithms could, for example, be used to 

recover the voltage ripple effect which was presented in Chapter 4. 

On-wafer Measurement: 

The measurement system presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 could be 

modified easily to perform the measurement on-wafer instead of test fixture. On-

wafer measurements could be used within a volume semiconductor processing 

environment for example to verify that fabrication was completed acceptably and 

yield was good. Even though it is possible to use de-embedding techniques, these can 

introduce additional uncertainties. Also, the bare die characterisation supports 

investigating the effect of packaging, which help to reduce packaging costs. 

Moreover, automated wafer testing could increase the measurement speed and 

reduce development costs. 

 Extend the Bandwidth of the Rapid Load Pull System: 

In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, the bandwidth of the rapid load pull system was 

shown to be limited to 40 MHz. However, a 5G system will require a substantial 

improvement in the bandwidth up to at least 100 MHz to fully characterise the 

nonlinearity of RFPA, which requires at least five times the modulation bandwidth. 

Thus, the bandwidth extension the work which has been started should be continued. 


